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Page Sa
Flowers, candy and Cupid.
Valentine's Day is Monday,
read about various aspects
of 'the most romantic day of
the year.'

I
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Proposal
excludes
program
funding
Melissa Kilcoyne
News Editor
mkilcoyne@thenews.org

The future of several Murray State
program s designed to help lowincome and first-generation college
students is uncertain in light of proposed cuts.
In President George W. Bush's budget, which he presented to Congress
Monday, education faces a 1 percent
cut to its overall budget, with several
program budgets being redirected to
fund other initiatives. The proposed
budget is $56 billion.
In the proposed budget, $2 billion
would be cut from various high
school programs. such as Upward
Bound and Educational Talent
Search, to extend the No Child Left
Behind Plan, according to The New
York Times.
However, Myra Yates, Upward
Bound director for the Jackson Purchase area, said the Upward Bound
program complements the No Child
Left Behind initiative because it
assists counselors in tutoring struggling students with the potential to
. · attend college.
"Our target group is those students
that have the potential to go to college buc don't have the resources to
go to college or maybe not the individual motivation," she said. "Our
main focus has to be the academics,
and the students realize when they
come to the program we talk to them
constantly about college."
Upward Bound has been on campus
since 19y6, when it began as a test to
see if such programs would be successful. Yates said many alumni of the
program still live in the area and were
upset to learn about the possibility of
it being discontinued.
As a first-generation college graduate, Yates said she became involved
with the program to help give back to
those who helped her.
The program has served 93 students
this school year, 22 of which are
seniors. Yates said representatives
meet with each student at least three
times each month, including one Saturday session.
"We're getting students that are
dedicated to doing this." she said. "A
small percentage of students drop out
because once people get in th e program, they tend to stay w ith us."
Yates said a summer program

see UPWARD I 3
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Racial barriers
complicate dating
Janet Robb
College Life Editor
jrobb@th~news.org

Interracial dating has
become a controversial
topic, even gaining attention in popular culture
through songs like the
Black Eyed Peas' "Where
is the Love," but some
interracial couples at
Murray State think, when
finding someone, love
should be color blind.
"You're the one dating
that person, not everyone

else, and you shouldn't
worry what other people
think," Kor tn i Reese, a
white senior from South
Haven, Miss., said.
Reese
and
her
boyfriend, Jamaal Gardner, a black junio r from
Paris, Tenn., said if a coup le is comfortable with
their relationship, they
shouldn't worry.
"I say don't worry
about o ther's concern
unless it's a close close
relative," Gardner said.
"Other than that, don't

worry about it."
He said most of his
family is fine with he and
Reese's relationsh ip.
"My grandparent's on
my mom's side of the
family (believe) brothers
(should) stick with sisters," Gardner said. "My
mom and dad love
(Reese) and anything
about her.''
Reese said, while growing up, people she knew
thought blacks should be
with blacks and · whites
with whites. Her mom
told her as long as her
boyfriend treats her well,
it doesn't matter what
race he is.
"My family and friends
(said) don't judge a book

by its cover," she said.
"Everyone is the same,
and so, if they respect
you, why not?"
Gardner said since he
grew up in a small town,
dating possibilities were
limited. He said his father
told him to work with
what he had, so he did.
"I'm not saying I won't
go (out) with black girls,"
he said. "What I'm saying
is I found what I want in
(Reese), and I think she
found some of what she
wants in me."
Not all couples have
families as accepting as
Reese's and Gardner's.
Megan Dodson, a white
sophomore from Paducah, said her parents were

not happy when they
found out she was dating
a black man.
Dodson said when she
met Julian and started
talking to him, she real izcd he was just another
person. She said they kept
their relationship quiet at
flrst because they weren't
sure how people were
going to react.
"His family is definitely
more OK with it than
mine because he has
dated other people outside of his race," she s aid.
Dodson said the main
reason the relationship
ended was because she
was too afraid to ignore

see SEEING/ 3

Governor's plan suggests additional money for higher education
Stephanie Zeller
Staff Writer
szeller@thenews.org

If Gov. Ernie Fletcher's
new tax plan passes, Murray State could see additional funding this year that
may help restore the negative effects of the 2004 cut.
In 2004, Fletcher issued a
budget that cut Kentucky's
post-secondary education
by about $70 million. The
2.5 percent cut dipped into
both "unrestricted" and
"restricted" funds causing
Murray State to lose about
$3.8 million. Sixty percen t
of the University's budget
consists of restricted funds,
which includes revenue

from student tuition and
fees, grants and outside
donations.
Unrestricted
funds are those given from
the government.
The budget offers fu nding
to higher education totaling
$26 million this year and
$29 million dollars for 2006.
Murray State could receive
$800,000 and $1.9 million
from the budget in 2005 and
2006, respectively. The
Board of Regents and University President F. King
Alexander will decide how
the money will be spent for
the University, said Senior
Budget Analyst ;ohn Hicks.
To respond to increases
in tuition, Sen. Ken Winters, R-Murray, said there

"our whole future in Kentucky depends on a solid
education plan."
Ken Winters
State Senator

arc many b ills concerning
scholarships because the
legislators recognize the
importance of education.
"Our whole future in Kentucky depends on a solid
edu cation plan," he said.
Winters, chairman of the
Senate Education Commit-

#rfll - - ·

tee, said, with some adjustments, the budget will have
positive effects on education and the economy.
Other educational benefits include a tuition credit
in the form of a refund or
reduction of taxes, which
could save tax payers $500

every year. said Robert W. taxes if the budget passes.
Cox, deputy executive
Winters said the budget
director of the governor's will bring in new industries
economic analysis office.
and help old industries surState Budget Director vive.
Brad Cowgill said the govAccording to Kentucky.
ernor's budget serves three gov, the budget will create
major objectives: fairness. stability. predictability and
stability and economic competition among busistimulus.
nesses. The top corpora"There are a number of tions' income taxes will
features in our current tax drop from 8.25 percent to 6
code that arc considered percent and the corporation
not fair," Cowgillosaid.
license ta.x will be removed.
Cowgill said the current
The
budget's
major
taxes on businesses are responsibilities also include
unconstitutional and illegal. Medicaid, state security and
Be gave the example of . road management.
satellite television subAccording to The Paducscribers, who have not paid ah Sun, the budget will
taxes in the past, will be
held responsible for those
seeHOUSE /3
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•Police I3eat
Thursday, Feb. 3
8:16 a.m. A caller from Health

Services requeste~ an officer to
escort an individual with a
chemical eye burn to an
optometrist.
1:18 p.m . A caller from College
Courts reported the theft of a
bicycle from campus. A report
was taken for the unlawful taking of an item valued at less than
$300.

9:19 p.m. The residence director of Elizabeth College requested a maintenance crew to clean
blood off of the floor and doorway of the third floor study
lounge after an individual cut
his head o n the door frame.
(

Andrea Chapman/The News
Members of Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity play a game of water volleyball in the Student Recreation and WeUness Center Feb. 3. The fraternity rented the pool to play the game without interruption.

Local Red Cross to offer
First Aid, Safety course

will need to reserve a slot by calling
thC" center beginning at 8 a.m. the
morning of the desired class.
The Calloway County chapter of the · Once a reservation has been made,
American Red Cross is offering its participants must check in at the front
monthly "Community First Aid and desk to pick up a card that allows them
Safety" course 9 a.m. · 4 p.m. Saturday to participate. If a class does not meet
at the Calloway County Public Library the maximum enrollment, it will be
in Murray. The course fee is $50. first-come, first-served.
Today is the last day to preregister.
To make a reservation from 8 a.m. to
For more information. call Holly noon, call 762-6014. For reservations
Webb at 753-1421.
after noon, call 762-6000.

Rotary Club scholarship
furthers foreign study

Artists' work on display
in campus art gallery

Murray Rotary Club applications for
An exhibit featuring the works of
the 2006-07 Rotary Ambassadorial artists C. Todd Birdsong, Ron BuffingScholarships are available in the Stu- ton and Brent Oglesbee is now on disdent Affairs Office in Ordway Hall. play in the Clara M. Eagle Gallery. An
Applicants must be Kentucky resi- exhibit of University student paintings
dents who have completed at least two is also open on the gallery's seventh
years of university schoolwork. The floor.
scholarship funds students to study in
All gallery events are free and open
another country.
to the public. The gallery is housed on
The application deadline is Feb. 28. 1 -~the sixth floor of the Price Doyle Fine
For more information. contact Don "Arts Center.
Robertson at 762-6831.

Wellness .center classes
to require reservations
Starting on Monday. those interested in attending wellness center classes

Campus Briefly is compiled by Carrie
Pond, assistant news editor. If you
would like to submit information for
Campus Briefly, phone 762-4480.

Friday, Feb. 4
8:04 a.m. A caller from the
Oakley Applied Science Building reported the burglary of a
computer. A report was taken
for the unlawful taking of items
valued at more than $300.
4:19 p.m. An individual reported damage to a student's vehicle
parked in the Hester College lot.
The incident is under investigation.
6:15 p.m. A caller from the
sorority suites reported a noise
and a flash of ligh t from bushes
in the parking lot. A resident
south of campus was shooting
off fireworks for bird control.
11:58 p.m. An officer spoke with
several juveniles who were
skateboarding on the corner of
Chestnut Street and Gilbert
Graves Drive. The officer
informed them of the University
policy regarding skateboards
and asked them to stay off campus.

Saturday, Feb. 5
1:58 p.m. An equipment man-

ager in Carr Health reported
persons locked in the racquetball room. The individuals
were freed soon after.
4:13 p.m. A caller from
Regents College reported
receiving unwanted phone
calls. An officer opened a case

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

regarding the harassing communications. The incident is
under investigation.
8:27 p.m. A caller from the
Expo Cen ter reported an
assault. An officer responded,
but both involved par ties
refused to press charges. The
subjects were escorted off University property.

Sunday, Feb. 6
1:13 a.m. A calle.r from
Franklin College reported the
possible odor of marijuana on
the the fou rth floor. Responding officers could not smell the
alleged odo r.
1:23 a.m. A University officer
arrested Christopher Spain, 25,
of Murray, for driving under
the influence. The incidence
was his third offense.
12:45 p.m. A caller from Elizabeth College requested transportation by an EMS after feeling ill and unable to walk.

Monday,Feb.7

Tuesday, Feb. 8
2:31 a.m. A caller from the
soro rity suites reported kids
behind the Murray Fire
Department. The subjects
were gone upon officer arrival.
3:21 a.m. A caller from Blackburn Science build ing reported
people in the center of the
building. The subjects were
gone upon arrival.
3:33a.m. An officer spoke with
three male individuals on the
corner of 15th and Payne
streets in reference to the
sorority suite and Blackburn
incidents.
7:08 a.m. University officers
traveled to Memphis, Tenn. to
extradite Hombra Stokes, 34.
Stokes was charged with t hird
degree burglary in connection
the theft of a wallet from an
office in Sparks Hall on Dec. 6,
2004. Stokes was arrested and
lodgl•d in the Calloway County
Jail at 4:34p.m.
8:58 a.m. A caller reported an
individual in a tree at the
southeast corner of Faculty
Hall. T he individual was gone
upon officer arrival.

11:03 a.m. An individual from
Regents College reported a
stolen bicycle. A report was Wednesday, Feb. 9
taken for the unlawful taking of 7:55 a.m. A residen t adviser
items valued at more than from White College reported
$300.
two vehicles, one red and one
1:22 p.m. The residence direc- white. chasing one another in
tor of White College requested the parking lot. The subjects
to speak to an officer regarding were gone upon arrival.
an inappropriate d rawing in a 11:41 p .m. John Null, 21, sophohallway.
more from Ben ton, was issued
3:45 p.m. An individual from a citation for driving with an
Hart College requested to expired driver's license.
speak to an officer regarding
u nwanted phone calls received Motorist assists - 5
during the night. A report was Racer escorts - 4
taken for harassing communi- Arrests- 2
cations.
4:27 p.m . A caller from
Springer College reported a
squirrel in the Dum pster on the
Police Beat is compiled by Carnorth side of the college.
5:56 p.m. A resident adviser rie Pond, assistant news editor,
from Hart College reported a with materiaLs provided by
male subject climbing up onto Public Safety. All dispatched
the awning on the north side of calls are nor listed. For a comthe college. The subject was plete listing, visit www.thenews.org.
gone upon officer arrival.

National Student Exchange

WANTED
'

• Exchange for up to one full year
• Pay Murray State tuition to attend schools throughout
the U.S., Puerto Rico, and U.S. Territories

• Kentucky Residents:
Use your KEES money to pay for your tuition at MSU
and exchange to another college or university

The Purple Building
New Gentleman's Club
Leeder Bottom
HWY 45 & 1241

• Choose from 174 colleges and universities

Corne meet the ladies!
Babydoll~s Cabaret Review!

• 2.5 GPA required at the time of application
• Some scholarships and student financial aid will
apply to this program

534-0333 • 293-2069

•· ·· ·~ ···· ·" ····· "· ·· · · "·····"·····"···•
~ For someone close
~

:
c
•

••
•
•

C
:
,

to your heart...

1f1j!

15~. HJI. l

Give the gift of health .a na
Massage Cente r
caring to someone special this Valentine,s Day!
Gift certificates available with Valentine,s Day designs.
1608 Hwy. 121 Bypass N.
Country Square
Murray~ KY.
•

="···· · ~· · ·· ·~·· ·

Call (or an appointment
270-767-0045
866-505-()()45

--

•

•••
•

-:
•

· ··"·····~·····"=.

• Application deadline for Fall 2005/Spring 2006 is

February 28, 2005
For more information:
Contact Dr. Ross Meloan in Career Services
Stop by room 210 in Ordway Hall,
Call 762-3735,
or e-mail ross.meloan@murraystate.edu
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Upward Bound provides assistance
From Pagel

Seeing past stereotypes
necessary for progress
From Pagel
what others said about her
and Julian.
"It has an affect on how I
feel about things as far as
other races go just because
I do know how my family
feels, and I do know that it's
not going to be acceptable
for them," she said. "It's not
going to affect me as much
if I decided to go with
someone else (of a difference race)."
However, Dodson said
she will not let her family's
opinions dictate who she
chooses to date in the
future. She said family
members will have to
accept such a relationship
even if they do not like it.
"What they have to realize is that family is going to
love you regardless," she
said. "They might not like
what you do (or) accept
what you're doing, but they
love you and will be there
for you."
Mam-Yassin Sarr, a
native African whose husband is biracial, said there
are many who people con-

fuse race with economics.
"If (in) your town there
was to be a wedding and it
was between a poor person
and a rich person or
between a black person and
a white person, which one
would people have the
most problem with?" Sarr,
lecturer of English, humanities and multicultural studies, said. "They would say
betwt!en the black person
and the white person."
She said people associate
races with certain stereotypes, which are usually
negative, and, when people
hear the word "black," they
associate more than looks
with the term.
People go to what they
see in the media and the
stereotypes they grew up
with and make assumptions, she said. If stereotypes were dropped, Sarr
said, it would be a step' in
the right direction, but,
unless people's hearts are
also changed, it won't matter.
Said Sarr: "The bigger
picture is that you want
more unity in the world."

allows students to live on
campus and experience the
responsibility of a college
student. During this time,
students attend classes and
weekly cultural activities.
A large part of the local
Upward Bound's $422,503
annual budget is spent on
transportation, Yates said,
because students are transported to Murray State for
activities and tutors go to
schools to meet with students.
Participants also get help
in preparing for standardized college tests, such as
the ACT. Yates said the
workers try to motivate students to do well and prepare for the tests.
"All of them know that
this is an important part of
the college process, and we
just want them to get the
best score they can," she
said. "All in all, when

they're here they're just a
really good group of kids to
work with. I have very few
discipline problems."
Yates said many participants score high on the
ACT, and one student
received a 30 composite a
few years ago.
"Obviously they can go to
college," she said. "The
main problem is how are
they going to do it?"
Though Yates said some
mentioned Upward Bound's
goals could be achieved
through other programs,
she said no other program
offers this type of experience and college credit. The
Upward Bound summer
program allows students to
receive 10 hours of college
credit free.
MarTezc
Hammonds,
senior from Murray, participated in the Upward
Bound program when he
attended high school and
said it was integral in

preparing and motivating
him for college.
"It makes you feel like
there's actually some people out there who care you
get to succeed," Hammonds
said. "I don't know if I
would have motivated
myself to come and Learn
about financial aid."
Because of his positive
experiences
with
the
Upward Bound program,
Hammonds said he sees a
need for it to continue and
helps with the Adventures
in Math and Science program on campus.
''We also go to the
schools and recruit for
more students to come it,
but we always check up on
them," he said. "If it gets
cut, there are going to be a
lot of underprivileged students who won't get '!to go to
college."
Hammonds said the No
Child Left Behind Act is
designed to ensure all stu-

dents are educated but the
cuts would result in fewer
students receiving college
educations.
Jeff Miles, press secretary
for Congressman Ed Whitfield, R-Ky, said Whitfield
was not prepared to comment on individual items of
the budget because he is
still reviewing it.
"I have concerns with
across the board discretionary reductions when we
have fundamental issues
with many of the mandatory spending programs that
make up the budget," Whitfield said via e-mail. "I will
study the proposed budget
in great detail with an eye
toward restoring equity and
fiscal restraint."
Adventures i.n Math and
Science and Educational
Talent Search are also Murray State programs that face
similar reductions in the
president's budget proposal.

House, Senate review Fletcher's new plan
From Pagel
increase cigarette taxes
from three cents per pack
to 34 cents per pack, and
alcohol will be subject to a
6 percent sales tax.
The Appropriations and
Revenue Committee will
review the bill and make
any changes before sending
it to the House of Representatives. If it passes, the Senate and the committee will
review it, which will then
report it to the Senate. If
the budget passes, it will
take effect immediately.
If the Senate mak~s more

changes to the proposal, it
will be sent back to the
House to vote. If the House
members do not approve
the changes. a conference
committee will discuss a
compromise. The committee will make a report and
have both the Senate and
House vote on it.
"The governor has done a
good job prioritizing the
state's needs and trying to
allocate money to things
that are most important,"
Cowgill said.
The House received the
proposal on Wednesday
and Ken Winters said the

Senate is going about normal business while the
members wait to find out
what changes the House
makes to the budget.
He said if all goes as
planned, the Senate could
get the tax plan as early as
Monday.
Murray State students
will travel to Frankfort
Wednesday to "let (their)
voices be beard," President
F. King Alexander said at
the Student Government
Association
meeting
Wednesday. He said the
rally's purpose is to remind
state legislatures to support

higher education because
college students are the
future of the state.
"The future of their
retirement depends on
you," Alexander said.
the
Alexander
said
money proposed might
cover half of the money
taken from the University
in the 2004 budget cut, but
additional funding would
help the University.
Students who arc interested in attending the rally
for higher education in
Frankfort can contact the
SGA Office at 762-6951 for
more information.

Delta Nu Provisional Chapter
" February's Teacher of the Month
Award"

Professor William
Schell
Professor of History

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

MARTINI
MADNESS
1/2 Priced Martinis

$1.50 MARGARITAS
From 5 • 9pm

MILLER NIG HT
Bucket of Beer

75¢ BUD BEER

6 Miller Lite Long Necks

From 6 p.m. - close

$10

CIDCAGO STYLE
PIZZA

Thursday
OYSTER NIGHT
50¢ Oysters on the
Halfshell

4 • 10 p.m.

9 p.m. · close

PC DOCTOR
UPCOMING BANDS

FEBRUARY

Services Offered

• House Calls
• Component upgrades
• Software Upgrades
• Repair
• Speed increases
• General Maintenance
• Home Netwollts installed and setup
• Custom built Computers
• Virus Removal
• Popup's removed
• Custom buill Databases
• System and Network Consulting

PC DOCTOR
Murray, KY
270-226-9577

I

Is your super fast computer
running slow? Does It take
all dayfor your computer
to boot up? Is your computer slow going from webpage to webpage?
20 vears experience with
Computers. Graduate of University
Of Lowsville. Classes include A+,
Net+, MCSE. MCDBA. Access,
SQL Server. and Visual Basic. net.

the_pcdoctor@charter.net

Mkf'OW•wce •""

Colf.,.,.k.,, Roo"'

Saturday the 12th
JACK TRIPPER 1 OPM·2AM
(formally Hoosier Daddy)

Saturday the 19th
EMPTY HANDED 10PM·2AM

Saturday the 26th
SWEET PAPA DAVE & THE
BLUE KATS 1 OPM·2AM

P~or.at1 Re,.oM

,...

Conttolltd c.lol. 1"l.
MOrel

,ll,.,,o;.~.c~.
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Opinion Editor:
Phone: 762-446~

Eli~alwrh

OPINION

Cawein

Hours need extension
Weekend facility
hours insufficient
If you could change the
hours of campus facilities,
would you?
''The wellness
center needs to
change its hours.
It would be great
to work out late
after studying or
doing
homework."

OUR Vmw:

Issue:
FACIUTIES ON ·
CAMPUS SUCH
AS WINSLOW

DINING HALL
AND THE NEW
STUDENT
WELLNESS

Rebecca Cripps

CENTER ARE

sophomore, Murray

OPEN FOR

"I'm in classes all
day and I don't
have time to
(work out) until
after it's closed.
Facilities should
be open until
12:30 or l."

LIMITED HOURS
DURING WEEKENDS, WHEN
STUDENTS ARE
ENCOURAGED
TO STAY ON
CAMPUS.

KaraTowles
lr8$11msn. LC!JtSV/Jie

"I'm always up
for a late night
snack at Fast
Track or
basketball at the
wellness center.
They should be
open until at least
midnight.•'

Position:
I F THE
UNIVERSITY
WANTS
STUDENTS TO
STAY ON CAMPUS

Kyle Landrum
i;Ophomore, Creslvi6w Hills

DURIN~

WEEKENDS,.
CAMPUS
FACILITIES

"The Curris Center. Students operate on a d ifferent
schedule than the
general public. so
it should be open
until I or 1:30
a.m.''

SHOULD BE
MORE
ACCESSIBLE
DURING THOSE
TIMES.

Brandon Manning
sophomore, Stsrmont, Gs.

Ricky Agostin/The News

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board
of The Murray State News. The
editorial board is composed of
all section editors.
If you want to go to the wellness center on a Sunday morning, you are out of luck.
Don't worry about missing
the workout~ though - you can't
eat anything either.
The Curris Center fitness
room doesn't open until noon
on Saturday and Sunday, and
the new wellness center isn't
open until noon on Sunday.
Winslow Dining Hall's weekend hours allow students a twohour opening to grab a meal
twice each day, from 11 a.m. to 1
p.m. and 5 to 7 p.m.
What is the cause for this lack
of weekend hours? Murray
State spends a great deal of
time trying to convince students to spend their weekends
in town but shows lack of follow-through with this discrepancy in student services.
If students want to eat a hot
meal at 2 p.m. on Saturday,
their options are off-campus
eateries only. Students still
required by the Universit}{ tp
P.u\cliase ,meal, plans ,\Day Ee
especially frustrated by this 2,496 students, to be exact.
It might be assumed that
many students go to church on
Sunday,
thus
meriting
Winslow's 11 a.m. opening
time. However, this keeps students from being able to eat
before they leave for services.
Additionally, for students
whose church activities begin
around 11 a.m., they may not be
able to get back on campus in

r'\cDon~\d

s

P\ BAZILL!ON SE~D

time to visit Winslow
Fast Track, while a
option for grabbing a quick
snack or sandwich on the go, is
no replacement for a balanced,
hot meal.
l
Beyond dining\>stu.Je'Dtsl~
ing to get in a workout on Sunday morning are forced to wait
until noon. It seems natural to
most that facilities would be
closed on Sunday mornings,
but in addition to being in the
Bible Belt we are also a college
campus. Students keep irregular hours and should be given
as broad a range of hours as
possible.
Perhaps worse than the Sunday opening time 1s the fact

that the center closes at 11 p.m.
throughout the week. Even the
Curris Center fitness room
stays open until midnight.
With night classes, meetings,
jop~stupying and rehearsals,
'tuc!'en'\:$ might not be able to
make it to the gym until 10:30
or 11 p.m. Dim lights and closed
doors will greet them.
On a college campus, a closing time of as late as 1 or 1:30
a.m. would be most appropriate, but midnight is the least we
can ask.
Winslow was recently renovated and the wellness center is
brand new. Why spend so
much money on new facilities
to offer inadequate hours?

How do weekend campus facility hours compare statelvide?
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071-3301
E-mail: thenews@murraystate.edu
Fax: 762·3175
www.thenews.org

University of Louisville
BoOkstore: 11 a.m.-3 p.m. Saturday,
closed Sunday
Gym: 11 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday,
l p.m.-7 p.m. Sunday
Dining: Students can eat as early as
11 a.m. and as late as 7 p.m.
on weekends.

University of Kentucky
Bookst ore: 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday,
closed Sunday
Gym: 10 a.m .-9 p.m. Saturday,
11 a.m.-10 p.m. Su nday
Dining: Students can eat as early as
9 a.m. and as late as 9 p.m.
o n weekends.•

Western Kentucky University
Bookstore: 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Saturday,
closed Sunday
Gym: 9 a.m.- 8 p.m. Satu rday,
1 p.rn.-8 p.m. Sunday
Dining: Students can eat as early as
10:30 a.m. and as late as 11 p.m.
on weekends.
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and open forum for expression and debate.
The Murray State News offers a hands-on
leamlng environment lor those students interested In journalism or other fields relating to the
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First Amendment freedoms taken for granted
As a journalist, the First
Amendment contains the
most sacred of all the rights
listed in the Bill of Rights,
but not every American
seems to fully comprehend
the importance of these
freedoms because they do
not understand exactly
what they are and what
they do.
For example, several •
recent studies and surveys
have found Americans simply do not appreciate the
basic foundational concepts
of our country.
Vanessa
In 2004, a First AmendChilders
. ment Center survey found
" .. .42 PERCENT 42 percent of Americans
think the press has too
OF AMERICANS
much freedom to do what it
THINK
wants.
THE PRESS HAS
A new JohnS. and James
TOO MUCH
L. Knight Foundation High
School Initiative "Future of
FREEDOM TO
the First Amendment''
DO WHAT IT
research project surveyed
WANTS."
about 100,000 high school

In My
Opinion

students, more than one- least the five rights in the
third of whom think the First Amendment - speech,
First Amendment grants press, petition, assembly
rights that arc too exten- and religion?
sive.
Do you go to church? The
Bolh of these studies set First Amendment ensures
out to evaluate the state of no one can force you to
the
First
Amendment practice a religion with
among . Americans, and, which you disagree.
based on the findings, I
Do you complain about
think it is safe to say the sta- the government? rt protects
tus is, in a word, pathetic.
that right, too.
Last semester, The MurThe majority of Ameriray State News included a cans no longer seem to
section titled "Hey! You understand the beliefs on
Should Know the Answer which this country was
to this Question" in which founded. I was talking to a
one of the questions was group of people the other
"Can you name three of the day, and some of them
rights in the First Amend- thought we should not have
ment?" More than one per- the right to burn the Amerson thought the right to ican flag in protest.
bare arms was one of them.
As actor Michael Douglas
That would be amendment put it in the 1995 film "The
No. 2, folks.
American President:"
"You want to claim this
I am not saying everyone
should know all 10 amend- land as the 'land of the
ments, but is it too much to free'? Then the symbol of
ask for people to know at your country cannot just be

a flag. The symbol also has
to be one of its citizens
exercising his right to burn
that flag in protest.
"Now show me that,
defend that, celebrate that
in your classrooms. Then
you can stand up and sing
about the 'land of the free."
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to say it or not to say it?
The director
of Murray
State's
production
of The Vagina
Monologues
discusses the
'V'word and
its impact.

Katie
Buffalo

Sa
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February 11, 2005
Vagina.
Say it. Vagina.
Even if it makes you uncomfortable. Especially if it makes
you uncomfortable. Because
it's something that needs to be
heard.
If you're wondering why,
consider this: in the United
States a woman who is raped is
put on trial. The way she dresses and the choices she makes
concerning her own sexuality
are used in an attempt to prove
she was asking for it - that she
wanted it.
As if the clothes she likes are
an invitation to violence. As if
saying yes to one man or two
men or 100 men means saying
yes to every man.
The victim of a mugging isn't
told by the defense lawyer or
the judge or the jury she was
asking for it because she was
wearing expensive clothes or
jewelry, so why is the victim of
a rape told she was asking for it
because she was wearing a
short skirt or because she was
drinking or because she'd had
sex before?
Want more? No? Well, you're
getting more anyway.
In parts of Africa, Asia and
the Middle East, and even in
some European and American
communities, little girls are

held down screaming while
their clitorises and the lips of
their vaginas are cut off without anesthetic and usually
without sterile surgical tools or
antiseptic.
The remaining bloody mess
is sewn closed, leaving only a
tiny hole for urination and
menstruation. These women
will never b~ promiscuous,
because sex will always be terrifying and torturous. Childbirth will be nearly impossible.
It's called female circumcision, as if there can be any
comparison with male circumcision. In several cases, the
United States and Canada have
refused to grant political asylum to women seeking to save
themselves or their daughters
from this brutality.
It's 'considered part of their
culture, like the clothes they
wear or the food they eat. It's
not considered a big deal. But it
is a big deal. It's a huge deal.
All over the world, sisters
and mothers and aunties and
daughters, little girls who love
to climb trees and women who
love to tell silly jokes, these
women are silenced and
ignored and destroyed because
their bodies - specifically, their
vaginas - are considered dirty
and shameful.

The idea of a woman not
only enjoying but embracing
and talking openly about her
sexuality makes people uncomfortable because in our culture,
sex is inextricably linked with
shame.
Even I, a proud feminist, was
a· little uncomfortable talking
about my own sexuality until I
began working with the 25
women who make up the cast
and crew of The Vagina Monologues. This play may make
you uncomfortable. It might
make you laugh. It might
embarass you. But it might
change you, too.
And I know no one who is
changed by this play can sit
quietly by when a woman is
made to feel small or ashamed
or insignificant or because of
her body and the choices she
makes concerning it.
Women love to talk. We're
good at it - it's one of the few
stereotypes about us which is
actually true.
We can change the world by
talking.

Katie Buffalo is a junior English/creative writing major from
Murray.

Interracial relationShip not criminal offense
In My
Opinion

Rashod
Taylor
"I
PERSONALLY
'

HAVE BEEN
CALLED
A T RAITOR,
SF.l.I.OUT AND

OTHER WORDS

I

CHOOSE NOT
TO SHARE."

Valentine's Day is upon
us, and, as usual, love is
truly in the air. But the celebration brings to mind a
question: Is the famous saying ..love is blind" really
true?
Changing demographics
show more and more blacks
are growing up in communities in which they are the
minority. It is only logical
that interracial couples are
a product of this equation.
I grew up in a predominantly-white neighborhood.
Upon coming to Murray
State I noticed one thing in
particular - the small number of black women who
attend this university.
Black
Murray
State
women should be put on
the endangered species list.
Naturally this discrepancy leads to interracial dating, which I have experienced. I have dated white,
black, mixed and Hispanic
women. But the mania I

will never fully understand
is the hostility black women
have toward black men who
date outside their race. I
personally have been called
a traitor, sellout and other
words I choose not to share.
For whatever reason,
black women think it is a
crime for a black man to be
with a woman of another
race. It is apparently especially unacceptable if that
woman is of Caucasian
descent. This upsets me.
You would think that in
modern society people
would be able to look past
color, but the unfortunate
reality is most cannot.
At the same time, I can
understand the opposing
point of view. If people prefer to date and/or marry
someone of their own race,
I have no problem with
that. Everyone is granted
their own preferences.
I just have a problem with
people who are ignorant

First Amendment
cUes In Starbacb

other workS as well as per,forming acoustic music
were asked to "l!;eep it
If you're planning on clean" o r else face forced
making a trip to the new expulsion from the shop.
Thoroupbrewed Cafe in
An open mic night held in
Hart Col~e. ge fo r a ~ittle the sbw two nights p rior
conversat1on and J&VIlt was advertised on filets in
make sure you choose your residential colleges. Once
words carefUlly.
again. the tliers instructed
There seems to be a bar- students wishing to particirier of some sort surround- pate to •keep it clean."
ing the coffee shop that
So what ls the dif'f'erence
•• negates or blocks the First btttween standing o n a
Amendment.
makeshift st~e in the corAt an open mlc nigbt ner of the shop using
Monday, students :reading obscenities and sitting at a
poetr')', SODl lyrics @ d table with your friends

. h

zg t

firom

the
horse's

mouth.

and utter stereotypical
comments; which ultimately shows the type of person
they truly are.
I was brought up to
believe treating everyone
with respect was right, no
matter their color or
nationality. We have come
too far from the days of segregation to still be caught
up in race.
If l want to date someone
outside my race, I should be
able to do so without being
patronized and ostracized
by my peers. There is an
immense stigma connected
to
interracial
dating
ingrained in our society.
People make unfair gener·
alizations and stereotypes
toward races other than
their own.
People
who
cannot
accept another person's
decision to date outside
their race have a problem.
We should be concerned
about more significant

issues when choosing a
mate, such as compatibility,
religion, values and morals.
I think it is about time people move past race and
prejudices and judge people
based on their character.
Personally, I cannot think
of any reason to Limit love,
and, if you do limit yourself
by race, you are doing yourself an injustice. Think of
all the people you could
miss out on.
Furthermore, I am not
going to let society dictate
what is acceptable dating. I
am a person w ho will
choose love beyond the
constraints of society and
the scars of times past.

Rashod Taylor is staff photographer for The Murray
State News.

using obscen ities w ithin
earshot of other patrons?
Both situations involve
obscenity and the risk oof
offending others.
Will the conversationalists be next to go?

MSUllaeers.eom's
odd campus tales
MSURacers.com is often
a breeding ground for
humorous stories and snippits about happenings on
campus. A recent thread
invited users to post "Dorm
HorrQr
Stories...
Our

Blockbuster
stereotypes
Greeks
I'm not easily offended.
Crass humor, inappropriate comments, insults, try me. 1 grew up with
two 9lder brothers and it's generally
pretty difficult to ruffle my feathers.
So congratulations are in order for
Blockbuster. The rental store's advertising geniuses managed to do what I
once thought was
impossible - they
offended me.
Consult Page 2b to
see the ad in all .
You'll notice an ad
for the rental store
that reads ''More
comedy than a
sorority house."
To you Blockbuster, I not only
say congrats for
actually offending Elizabeth
me, I also send
thanks for helping to Cawein
perpetuate negative stereotypes of
Greek women.
Though it's not something I would
typically discuss within the confines
of this column, I am Greek and proud
of my affiliation with my sorority and
Murray State's Greek community. We
stand for ideals I find commendable scholarship, service, sisterhood and
excellence.
Yet so many people will never
know these things about sororities,
thanks in part to ads like Blockbuster's. In an attempt at humor, they
took a cheap shot at a group of women
they clearly know nothing about.
Contrary to popular belief, sorority
members don't sit around in bras and
panties or engage in pillow fights
while feathers fly picturesquely
through the air. We don't get hopped
up on nail polish fumes and watch
chick flicks while boozing ourselves
into oblivion, nor do we endorse or
encourage mass o rgies with fraternity
boys. We are not in a co nstant state of
petty catfighting.
We are not an early '90s Saturday
Night Live sketch. "Delta Delta Delta,
can I help ya, help ya, help ya?"
Hair twirling and bubble gum chewing are not extracurricular activities
for us. We don't live for a good kegger. Our lives do not revolve around
clothing or the purchasing thereof.
Instead, we are women - not girls,
not chicks, not broads. sluts or bitches. Let's get the terminology down
before we go any further. Sorority
women, not sorority girls.
We are women of character, integrity and purpose. We joined our organizations because they stood for something, because we fell in love with the
sisterhood, because we wanted to
make a difference, because we wanted
somewhere to belong.
We serve the community, we make
4.0s, we are leaders on campus.
We are not walking stereotypes.
Unfortunately. until out-of-date
ideas and cheap attempts at humor
stop, non-Greeks will have every reason to continue believing we are.
Thus commences my unofficial
boycott of Blockbuster. It shouldn't be
too difficult, though, because I've
never really frequented the place.
I heard this broad, sweeping generalization once that all Blockbusters
have poor selection and crummy service, so I decided to never actually go
in one to see for myself.
Stereotypes arc cool, huh?

Elizabeth Cawein is the opinion editor
for The Murray State News and can be
contacted at ecawein@thenews.org.

are posted here:
•"My roomie once spilled
a styrofoam container of
ice cream upside down on
the floor and left it sitting
kind of hidden behind his
desk. lt sat till it stunk.
When I finally cleaned it,
the floor came up w ith it.
Three tiles.
"He also rarely bathed. I
remember him showering
three times in two semesters. I kept count."
•"When I lived in White
my first semester in Murray, the suitemates decided
to help their friend dye her
t!llu,n r l ttA

hair. Well, that's all fine an
dandy until you stop up the
shower drain. They didn't
realize it and my room
began to flood.
"My roommate had wall
to wall carpeting down and
it got soaked from the door
to just below the sink. It
smelled like we had killed
someone and tried to hide
the body under the carpet."
Seen something humorous,
confusing or outraging on
campus? Let us know. Send
tips for "Straight from the
to
horse's
mouth''
ecawein@thenews.org.
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Habitat for Humanity returns to help underprivileged
Volunteers gather
to outline plans
Carrie Pond
Assistant News Editor
cpond@thcn('ws.org

Students gathered in the
Curris Center Tuesday to
become involved with the
local Habitat for Humanity,
an organization that helps
needy families obtain adequate housing.
Bill Whitaker, president of
Murray-Callaway County
Habitat for Humanity. said
he is excited the organization is restarting.
"We got off to a great start
and accomplished a lot," he
said. "Then, over the summer a couple key people
decided they couldn't do it,
so it really took until this
semester to get it going
again."
Whitaker said thanks to
new leaders who emerged,
the organization is ready to
build on past success.
"In two months, (the students) raised $1,200," he
said. ''That's amazing.''
Whitaker said Habitat for
Humanity is a wonderful
organi7.ation that helps people who have gone through

troubled times get back on
their feet.
"Our families are the
working poor, the people
who are working hard but
cannot get a loan on their
own," he said. "These are
pretty good people who just
have run into problems.
(Habitat for Humanity) is an
organization that provides
housing to people in need,
but it's not a handout. In
place of a down payment,
(the family) works so many
hours on their house in
what's called 'sweat equity.'"'
Whitaker said after the
house is built, the organization takes out an interestfree mortgage for the family.
Because all the work on the
house is coptpleted by volunteers, the family only pays
what Habitat spends building the house and arc not
charged for labor.
"Our local affiliate is 50
percent through with our
lOth house." he said. "We've
been around since the late
'80s, so we're a small chapter. But with more money
and more help, we can
expand upon that."

Erin Cummins/The News

Students in the advocacy committee for Habitat for Humanity discuss ways to
alert the public in an interest meeting Tuesday in the Currls Center Theater.
Chuck Hulick, faculty that will last past the sumadviser for the organization mer.''
and associate professor of
Although the local chapter
educational studies, leader- only goes out to build sites
ship and counseling, said he on Saturdays, Hulick said if
hopes the momentum and enough volunteers were
progress from last year can interested, there would be
be built upon this year.
no reason a group could not
"We began last year with a work on build sites during
lot of enthusiasm," he said. the week.
.. Hopefully, we'll get this
..We're hopeful that stugoing again with the same dents will believe in the idea
enthusiasm we started w ith, of rolling up their sleeves
and can build a structure and really helping people,

and that they will take their
experiences here and go
back to their community
and begin doing this," he
said. "We want to get students involved in an organization that really helps people in the community, so
that the community can recognize that students really
do care.''
Jennifer Ward, senior
from Marietta, Ga.• is one of
the students who worked to

restart the organization on
campus.
"We want to raise pu blic
interest in Habitat for
Humanity because it helps
so many people, not just in
Murray, but worldwide," she
said. "Most people don't
realize that (homclessness)
happens in their own community.''
Tyler Parrott, sophomore
from Paducah, said the organization plans to do many of
the same activities they ,Pid
last year, but also expand
and add new ones.
"We're going to do Habifest and Shack City because
last year we had a great deal
of success with them," he
said. "We want to get more
people involved and raise
awareness fo r our local affiliate."
Parrott said the group is
going through the application process to become an
actual campus chapter so it
can be affiliated w ith the
national Habitat for Humanity name.
"My hope is that Murray
State students will be able to
give their time to help families in need in this community," he said. "That's really
our goal. We offer a variety
of activities at a variety of
times to fit in with any student's schedule and level of
interest.''

Corporate rules cause increase in national demand for accountants
Professor p redicts
enrollment surge
Stephanie Zeller
Staff Writer
szeller@them•ws.org

Because of t~e demand for
accountants, the accounting
department is encouraging
interested students to take
advantage of the numerous
opportunities.
"The demand for entrylevel accountants is going
through the roof," said Don
Chamberlain, chairman of
the department of accounting. "We have people contacting us because they need
accountants."
According to USA Today,
corporations changed their
rules and laws, which
increased the need for
accountants. Because of this

trend, salaries for entrylevel accountants have also
increased. Accountants with
the strongest credentials
can make $50,000 straight
out of college, said Chamberlain.
The number of Murray
State • students who have
declared accounting as their
area of study varies between
175 and 225 students per
year, Chamberlain said, but
the numbers should continue to increase.
Across the nation, the
number of students with an
area in accounting has generally been low, but began to
increase in 2002, according
to USA Today. Chamberlain
said the number of Murray
State freshman and sopho-

mores studying accounting
is also increasing.
He said the accounting
program is the second
largest area of study in the
College of Business and
Public Affairs.
"Our job as a department
is to get the word out there
that th ere are these tremendous opportunities in the
field of accounting," Chamberlain said.
Chamberlain said he
receives names and addresses
of students
who
expressed an interest in
accounting on their ACT
application from Murray
State's Schoo l Relations
Office.
Accounting students have
the opportunity to intern at
large corporations and earn
from $12 per hour to nearly
$50,000 per year, the salary
of an entry-level accountant
"Thirty percent of my
time in the fall is (dedicat-

' ' The demand for
entry-level accountants i~ going through
the roof. We have
people contacting us
because thes need
accountants.'
Don Chamberlain
Department of Accounting
Chairman
ed ) to placement activities,"
Chamberlain said.
He said students who take
advantage of the internship
program often have job
offers upon graduation.
"Employers recognize the
quality of our students,"
Chamberlain said.
Accounting students can
apply for a program that
requires ISO hours, and they
will graduate with a bachelor's and a master's degree.
The program is accredited
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on the Graduate Management Admission Test.
According to mba.com, the
standardized test measures
students' "basic verbal,
mathematical and analytical
writing skills.'' Study material for the exam is sent to
students for review. Information is also provided on
the Web site.
Abbott said she has to
wait a couple months to take
the test, and if she scores
high enough. she will automatically be placed in the
Master of Professional
Accountancy program.
"If you arc not willing to
put time into trying to
understand the information,
you w ill have a hard time
succeeding in the program,"
Abbott said.
Anyone interested is
invited to visit the accounting office to pick up a pack.!
et of detailed information
about the program.

murraychristainscience.com

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

kate s pad e

Dr . Scott Foster
1625 Hwy 121 N .• Mur ray

• Walk-Ins Welcome

as part of the International
Association to Ad vance Collegiate Schools of Business.
"The ideal accounting student has strong communication skills, strong work
ethic, a willingness to work
hard to an excess and analytical skills," Chamberlain
said.
He said strong math skills
are a bonus but not necesMurray
State's
sary.
accounting courses concentrate more on developing
analytical and communication skills.
"You have to deal a lot
more w ith people," said
Trisha Abbott. "(It is) so
much more complex than
finding numbers for a balance sheet or income state~
ment.''
Abbott, junior from Troy,
Ill., is applying for graduate
school at Murray State, and,
to qualify for the program,
she will need to make a 400
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Former congressmen answer questions on legislature
M arianne Stonefield
Contributing Writer
Students and professors
gathered in Wrather West
Kentucky Milseum Monday
night to hear the real story
of what happens in the
nation's capital.
Two former members of
the U.S. Congress visited
Murray State Monday and
Tuesday as part of Con·
gress to Campus, a national
program that sends bipartisan pairs of former Congress members to college
campuses across the country.
Monday at 7 p.m., former
Congress
members
Romano L. Mazzoli and
Manuel Lujan gave a presentation titled "Current
Issues Before Congress."
Lujan and Mazzoli were
there with :t two-fold purpose: to encourage young
people to get involved in
public service and talk
about current issues, Lujan
said.
"We, the constituency,
have a lot riding on (Congress') decisions," Mazzoli
said.
The Congress to Campus
program is designed to link
the effort of Congress with
young citizens. The program is directed by the
Center for Democracy and
Citizenship, part of the
Washington, D.C. based
Council for Excellence in
Government.
The Council, founded in
1982. is a nonpartisan, non-

profit national organization
that aims to help citizens
better understand the government and its role to
boost citizen confidence
and participation in the
government.
Mazzoli, a Kentucky
Democrat, served in the
U.S. Bouse of Representatives from 1971 to 1995.
While in Congress, be was
chairman of the Immigration. International Law and
Refugees subcommittee for
12 years. He also served on
the House Small Business,
Intelligence and District of
Columbia committees.
Lujan, a New Mexico
Republican, served in the
U.S. House from 1969 to
1989 and was U.S. Secretary
of the Interior from 1989 to
1993. While in Congress,
Lujan served on sub-committees dealing in the field
of energy, such as Water
and Power and Energy
Research. He also served
on the Indian Affairs Committee. He founded the
Excellence in Education
Scholarship
Foundation
and was a member of the
president's National Commission on Space.
During his time in the
U.S. House, Lujan said he
usually went with his initial
reaction when it came to
issues facing Congress.
"I never wrestled with
something that was good
for the constituency but not
(for the) country," he said.
Mazzoli also spoke of his
time in the U.S. House, and

discussed current issues in
the United States, such as
President
George
W.
Bush's desire to change
Social Security. Bush's proposal is controversial
despite a lack of uprising
from American citizens,
Mazzoli said.
"There is no clamor like
(there was) in the 1960s,"
he said, referring to the
lack of American action.
Mazzoli also talked about
what he called politically
potent issues facing Congress: tax reform. tort
reform,
immigration
reform, the war in Iraq and
social issues.
Concerning immigration
reform, Mazzoli said Bush
has offered a bill to let
immigrants into the country legally and offer them
jobs where they cannot be
exploited.
Mazzoli went on to discuss social issues he
thought were pertinent to
Americans as well.
"None are easy issues,"
Mazzoli said, speaking of
social issues such as abortion, gay rights and gay
marriage.
Mazzoli said social issues
and moral values were
important to many voters
in the last election.
After their presentations,
Lujan and Mazzoli invited
questions from the audience about other issues facing the United States and
Kentucky governments, as
well as on their experiences
while serving in Congress.

photos by Ric.ky Agoslin/lhe New s

Former Congressman Manuel Lujan sp eaks to students in Wrather Museum Mo nday night about current issues facing the legislature and problems that may arise.
Gene Garfield, associate
professor of government,
law and international
affairs, felt the presentation
went well.
''Both congressmen did a
super job addressing issues
facing congress," Garfield
said. "They kept objective
(points of view when they)
wanted to analyze issues."
Garfield also praised the
questions asked from the
audience.
Said Garfield: "The student questions were phenomenal and relevant (to
current issues)."

Former Congr essman
Roma no L. M azzoli
fields questions from the
audience in Wrather.

President campaigns for Social Security
WASHINGTON (AP) -From who embraced private invest- goals. He is attempting to conpolitics to policy, it's campaign ment accounts in her 2002 vince younger people that the
season all over again for Presi- campaign.
problem is urgent~ whjle rcjls1
dent George W. Bush.
Whenever Dole's Democrat- suring people older than 55 that
With the memories of last ic opponent, Erskine Bowles, ,'1heyi\\ill get thiir benefits.
In a visit to the Commerce
year's swing state campaign criticized her proposal during
still fresh, the president is the campaign, she simply held Department on Wednesday,
again winging from state to up a blank sheet of paper to the president said younger
state, trying to win support for represent his plan. He had workers "ought to be asking
his proposed overhaul of the nothing, she charged.
the members of the Congress
Social Security system.
A guide distributed by the and the president of the United
He's pressuring senators Senate and House Republican States. what are you going to
who are wary of his plan to conferences during a retreat do to fix the problem.''
offer personal investment last week cited Dole as an
Those who have been targetaccounts to younger workers example of how Lawmakers ed by Bush's visits said so far
in return for scaled-back guar- could
support
personal they aren't feeling the heat.
anteed retirement benefits. accounts and survive their next Last week, Bush tried to woo
And he's doing it in the sena- election.
the backing of several Democtors' own backyards.
Still. Bush faces opposition ratic lawmakers in a tour of
Thursday, Bush traveled to to his plan for personal five states he won last fall.
Blue Bell, Pa.. home state of accounts from North Carolina
But staff in the office of sevRepublican Sen. Arlen Specter, Democrats. Rep. Bob Etheridge eral of those senators said they·
who opposes cuts in promised issued a statement admonish- have not seen any increase in
ing the president for offering a calls of support for Bush's
benefits for future retirees.
Bryan
Gulley.
Bush also visited Raleigh, "partisan political marketing ideas.
N.C., where he highlighted ploy" that doesn't fix the prob- spokesman for Florida Sen. Bill
how Social Security could be a lcm and only creates massive Nelson, said they've seen the
opposite - more people have
winning political issue. The costs and huge benefit cuts.
Bush's approach at the Social been calling in against private
president was appearing with
Sen. Elizabeth Dole, R-N.C .. Security events has several accounts.
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It pays to pay attention.
Recently an office in Sparks
Hall experienced the reality of
how easily someone can invade
the workplace of another and
steal property, Public Safety
Capt. Larry NLxon said.
Nixon said people should be
aware of their surroundings and
not let others into their areas
without asking who they are and
what they want.
The following guidelines may
keep you from being a victim of
theft:
1. Know who is in your workplace. Anyone not seeming to
belong should be asked to properly identify themselves.
2. Never leave drawers open
with personal belongings visible.
T his allows people to have easier

access to your personal items.
Keep things hidden from public
view to protect them.
4. If no one is in the work area,
close all doors and secure the
area. This also prevents unwanted visitors from invading your
area.
4. Never hesitate to call the
Public Safety Department at 2222
if you observe suspicious activity
or people around your workplace.
In the scenario above, personal
property was removed by a person with no identification from
an open office area.
The Public Safety Department
made an arrest in the case.
·
Crime prevention is everyone's
business. So take the necessary
precautions and protect your
work area and personal belongings by being alert of your surroundings.

Extended Tanning Hours

$24

MAINSTREETGUITARS.COM

Staff Report

$34.95

759-3343

AMPS-KEYBOARDS AND MORE

This Week: Learn tips to protect
your work area, belongings from theft

ONE MONTH UNLIMITED TANNING

811 N. 12th St. # A • Murray

AND ELECTRIC GUITARS

Public Safety's tip of the week

Tanning & St-orage Rental

Hours

Mon.

-nu-s.

8 a.m. . 10 p.m.
Frt. & Sat.
8 a.m. · 9 P.m.
Closed SmdiDI

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

753-3333
753-3853

'JDe 'Wild tR!spberry
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Just in time for 'Valentine's 1)ay!
Gifts by ''Sandra Magsamen" including
Heart-shaped Gift Tags, Mini Messages,
and Friend & Sister Mugs.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
416 Main Street 753-0859
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Gifts express love, care
"Obviously, we're not going to be
together
on Valentine's because it's on
Staff Writer
ssalmons@thenews.org
a Monday, but we'll be doing something the weekend after," Ligon said.
Hearts, Cupid, roses
Ligon said her Valentine's celebraand an overabundance of tion will include dinner and a concert,
love songs can only but she is planning to send him a card
mean one thing: until they can celebrate together.
Valentine's Day is
While some Valentine's Day gifts
coming.
can be made with a little cash, it is not
Many the cost, but the thought that makes
people are the gift special.
expecting
senior
from
Aaron
Banik,
gifts Monday Gilbertsville, said he has planned a
but others may series of events for his girlfriend on
be planning to give Valentine's Day.
gifts rather than
Banik said after flowers, a gift and
recieve them.
dinner, the entire evening will cost
The question for about $100. Banik created a special
many is what to buy. For stu- Valentine's Day mix CD and has
dents on a budget buying gifts can be another musical surprise planned.
a challenge.
"After 10 p.m., my roommate works
Andrea Morrow, senior from at 96.9 and I have 'Faithfully' (by JourBrookport, Ill., said she created a cus- ney) dedicated to her," Banik said.
tom gift for a friend with a $2 purMany individuals may want to take
chase.
the traditional route when it comes to
"I bought a small notebook and Valentine's gifts.
filled it with quotes that reminded me
"Flowers are the traditional gift,"
of that person," Morrow said.
Holly Cherry, owner of the Cherry
Celebrations for the holiday do not Tree Florist and Gifts, said.
have to take place Monday to be speCherry said roses and tulips are
cial.
popular flower choices for the holiJill Ligon, junior from Lexington, day, and, according to statistics from
will celebrate the weekend after www.grow~rflowers.com, there were
Valentine's Day with her boyfriend, about 156 million roses sold for Valenwho attends the University of Ken- tine's Day 2003.
tucky.
However, for college students, flow-

Stephanie Salmons

Roses are the most popular flower sold for
Valentine's
Day.
Flower shops sell roses
in dozen, half dozen
and even by the stem
for the cash-strapped
student.

Students use Internet
to discover romance
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thencws.org

The Internet can be a helpful tool to connect with others across the globe. It has
also proven to be a valuable
commodity for building
romantic relationships.
Matchmaking Web sites
arc growing more popular
than ever, allowing users to
search for their true love
from the comfort of home.
One such dating site is
Match.com.
Kathleen Roldan, spokeswoman for the site, said
Match.com has spent the last
decade redefining the way
people fall in love online.
"Match.com has led the
charge when defining what
an online relationship company can be for its members,
using technology to help

I MUST WIN
MY TRUE LOVE
SOMEHOW BY
VALENTINE'S DAY.

individuals find compatible appreciate the tremendous
matches," Roldan said. "Just opportunity Match.com prolike a good relationship, we vides to connect them with
continue to grow and change other compatible single peoto best fit what our members ple, based on the things they
are seeking when looking to deem important," Roldan
connect with others online." said. "People also appreciate
Roldan said members of the privacy of the site
the site describe themselves (because) all initial commuin detail by using personal nication between members is
information, beliefs, values anonymous. so no personal
and criteria for what they are contact information
is
looking for in a date.
exchanged until you are
"Love and relationships ready to do so.''
A monthly subscription to
are complicated," Roldan
said. "Match.com recognizes Match.com is $29.99 while a
that fact, and works to make six-month subscription is
the user's experience simple, $77.94. Currently, the comyet extremely powerful. We munity of Match.com has
know that our customers ballooned to more than 15
have entrusted us with their million singles from around
emotional future and we take the world.
"Each year, more than
that very seriously."
Roldan said the site pro- 200,000 people find the relavides users a safe environment to meet others.
see DATING I 9
"Match.com
members

ers are not the only option for Valentine's gifts.
"Gift baskets. too, are popular this
time of year," Cherry said.
The store also offers candles, candies and lotions as alternative gifts.
Valentine's gifts are also making the
transition into the digital world with
personalized ''I love you" screen
savers.
Perry,
founder
of
Renee
www.iloveyouscrecnsavers.com, has
created a Valentine's gift "that can
show you care all year round.''
According to a press release from
runs
Effusive
Media,
which
www.iloveyouscrccnsavers.com, this
gift may be appealing to college-age
individuals because most people in
this age spend much time using computers.
"I think it's a way to send a personalized message," Perry said. "It's
something cool that you can display
and show off."
A personalized screen saver is a
great last-minute gift, Perry said.
Ginger's Hallmark in Murray also
offers gift ideas for Valentine's Day.
"We have a big variety for Valentine's gifts," said Debbie Manning,
manager of Ginger's Hallmark.
Manning said along with the stuffed
animals and Russell Stover's chocolates, Hallmark also offers balloon
baskets which, can be customized by
I
customers.

MSU singles spend holiday :
happy despite being alone
:

EUzabeth Fields
Staff Writer
efields@therwws.org

Valentine's Day is marketed as a day for couples, but some students
still searching for their
"better-halves" are cele·
brating it their own way.
Justin Mason, sophomore from Henderson,
said although he does not
have a special person in
his life, he will

not be lonely this Valentine's Day.
"I will be spending the
day with my friends and
people I like to hang out
with," he said.
Mason has celebrated
past Valentine's days
with a special someone,
but, while it was nice to
be with her, he likes
being single because he
will not have to buy any
gifts.

Laura Vaught, junior
from Central City, said
she's glad she does not
have to buy presents this
Valentine's Day because
buying them so closely
after Christmas can be a
challenge. She said for
Christmas she gets more
hints for gift ideas, but •
VaJentinc's Day gifts :
involve more guesswork. :
•

see SIGNIFICANT I 9
•

•

ME AT THIS ADDRESS.

WEAR PINK. I LOVE A
MAN I N PINK.
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Significant other unnecessary
for enjoyable Valentine's Day

•Friday
Concert
7 p.m., Benefit for
"The Vagina Monologues,'' The Stables,
Curris Center

_!Saturday ...

From PageS

Men and Women's
Basketball
1 p.m. and 3:45 p.m.,
MSU vs. Austin
Peay, RSEC

"I think that out of all the
holidays that Valentine's Day
is the toughest," she said. "I'm
kind of glad 1 don't have a guy
that I have to buy for.''
Vaught said Valentine's Day
is one of the happier holidays
and a good day in theory but
is a hard day for singles, especially single women.
"Sometimes it's hard for
girls to watch their friends get
the flowers and the cards and
the candy," said Vaught.
''Then they start to feel like
they need a guy."
Tamera Chandler with Murray Flowers said it is not
uncommon for single women
to send themselves flowers so
they do not feel left out.
"We had about three or four
self-sending orders last year,

• Sunday
Movie
5 p.m., Marvin Mills

Scholars: Black History Movie Series,
Freed Curd Auditorium

•Moq!l~::::..r.Ysupport Group
5 p.m., Smoking Cessation and Support
Group for Students,
Mulitpurpose Room,
Student Recreation
and Wellness Center

•Tue.sday
Women and Men's
Basketball
5:15 p.m. and 7:15
p.m., RSEC

and I don't doubt that we get a
few this year either," Chandler said.
However, Chandler said she
thinks women are becoming
more and more secure with
their single status. She said
many women do not think it is
worth it to spend so much
money on themselves.
According to www.maximalhappiness.com,
Valentine's Day is a great day to
practice personal pampering.
Both men and women need to
take extra time to spend on
themselves, and this site
offers 15 ways to celebrate
Valenti~e·s Day as a single.
Among the suggestions is
attending or hosting a singles'
Valentine's
Day
party.
Chances are there will be
other single people who will
also be mocking those who

get caught up in the whirlwind of gushing love.
Selfgrowth.com also lists
attending singles' parties as a
way to pass the day but advises that a night alone can work
wonders.
Since Valentine's Day
stresses relationships, the
Web site proposes evaluating
past relationships and making
goals to meet more people. It
also recommends reviewing
those fading New Year's resolutions set almost two months
ago.
Advice given by both Web
sites, is to act as though it
were just another day of the
week.
Ordering some take-out or
going to bed early to catch up
on some sleep could be just
the way to celebrate V alentine's Day.

photo illlstration Michael McLaunne/Tht• News

Singles across campus celebrate Valentine's Day in
many differrent ways. Some spend the holiday watching romantic movies.

Online dating generates affection, friendship

• Wednesda:y
·women's Tennis
1 p.m., MSU vs.
Memphis, Bennie
Purcell
Tennis
Courts

From PageS

matchocom®
love is complicated o match is simple ..

•TgJ.Y"sday__
Play
9:30 p.m., Charlotte's
Web, MSU students
free, $1.50 general
admission, Lovett
Auditorium

•Feb. IS
American
Monopoloy
5:30 p.m., for more
information call 7626836, Small Ballroom, Curris Center

• Feb•.J~9--.._
Bull Blowout
8 p.m., $9 adults. $7
students," $4 chil- ·
dren, Expo Center

met at Bolt.com."
Kunkel said neither of these cost
anything and neither was organized
through
matching processes.
"I never really
intended for either
relationship to happen,
they just did," Kunkel said.
Kunkel said his most
recent experience made him
nervous because he traveled
to Florida to meet the
woman.
Although neither relationship worked out, Kunkel
doesn·t think badly of online
dating.
Said KUnkel: "l would only
recommel'fttofnnlin~wiing if
it was based on local searches."

What's your scholarship?

MURRAY STATE

vs.

AUSTIN PEAY
Saturday, Feb. 12 (ESPN2)
Racers - 1 p.m.
Lady Racers - 3:45 p.m.

Be bold, wear gold 'to
support the RACERS!
Corporate Game Sponsor
Heritage Bank
Faculty Day!

MURRAY STATE

vs.

TENNESSEE-MARTIN

Find your scholarship opportunities
at our re-launched Scholarship Channel.

Tuesday, Feb. 15
Lady Racers - 5:15 p.m.
Racers-7:15p.m.

Visit www.thenews.org

Corporate Sponsor: Purchase Area
Economic Development
Seniors Day!
Racer Radio Network Affiliate Night!

powered by:

•

~r~ke:S(J,~ta.r

First 80 students in reserved
Mick's Maniacs seating receive
a FREE I-SHIRT!

r;Q

<.hlt~-1

~hie

by

lung Chang/The News
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MSU hosts New York designer
Tyler Moore
Staff Writer
tmoore@thenews.org

Murray State is not a des·
tination normally consid·
e red for an up·and·coming
designer's fashion show.
However, the University
hosted a show featuring the
styles and designs of Char·
lie Brown's Johnny Hand·
some label Saturday.
T he Johnny Ha ndsome
label has been around since
1999 and has recently been
expanded to include a
women's line, Johnny Girl.
"This collection is for the
urban but also for the sub·
urban," said Brown, main
designer for the label. "We
are looking to cross over
and branch 9ut of New
York City."
One way Brown is look·
ing to expand his consumer
market is by featuring his
designs at college fashion
shows throughout the coun·
try.
"We ar e wor king with

several production compa·
nics for brand awareness in
the hopes of getting our
name out there,'' Brown
said.
Most recently, the Johnny
Handsome labe l gained
national atte ntion by dressing actress Rave n Simone
for the Vibe Awards.
Although Brown feels
national exposure is great,
he is looking to spread the
name of the label in smaller
venues as well.
Brown is working with
the production company
Intersection, founded by
model Alan O'Neal, to set
up shows at college cam·
puses around the country to
accomplish this goal.
O'Neal developed Inter·
section in part to provide
himself with work, but also
to help new designers gain
recognition.
"I had this vision to work
w it h
u p·and·coming
designe rs to help expose
other people in other places
to designs that they may not

normally ' be exposed to,"
O'Neal said.
"It was cool going to an
actual fashion show, and
seeing some of the new
styles that may bit the
shelves here," said Ashlee
Gladson, freshman from
ColHerville, T e nn.
O'Neal was contacted by
a Murray State student and
decided Murray would be a
great place for the show.
"Many times, small places
like Murray are overlooked,
and they are behind in
many fashion tre nds," said
O'Neal. "By having shows
like these, we are helping to
spread the new fashion
ideas."
T he
fashion
show
allowed students to see
firsthand what the fashion
world is styling.
"It was interesting to see
what people will be wearing
this spring," said T homas
Dillard, freshman from Ger·
mantown, Tenn. "I would
like to see more shows host·
ed like these in the future."

photos by
Michael Mcl.aurine/ The News

(Above) Nina Hibbler,
from Nashville, models a
Charlie Brown design
Saturday. (Right) April
Gilbert-Moore, junior
from Paris, and Jordan
Pittumphrey, f!om Oklahoma City, strike a pose
on Lovett Auditorium's
stage.

, - - - - -This Week in Entertainment -~----• ·Albums

• Box Office ·

• Songs

• DVD

I. Be As You Are (Song
From An Old Blue Chair)
Kenny Chesney
2. The Documentary
The Game
3. This Woman
LeAnn Rimes
4. American Idiot
Green Day
5. Encore
Eminem

I. Boogeyman

I. Let Me Love You
Mario
2. I, 2 Step
Ciara featuring Missy Elliott
3. Soldier
Destiny's Child
4. Boulevard Of Broken
Dreams
Green Day
S. Lovers and Friends
Lil Jon and The East Side
Boyz featuring Usher and
Ludacris

I. Friday Night Lights 1. The Broker
(widescreen)
John Grisham
2. The Da Vinci Code
2. The Forsotten
Dan Drown
3. The Five People You
3. Friday Night Lights (pan Meet in Heaven
and scan)
Mitch Alborn
4 . Conviction
4. Cellular
Richard North Patterson
5. State of Fear
5. Catwoman (pan and Michael Crichton
scan)

Source: Billboard.com

2. The Wedding Date
3. Are We There Yet?
4. Wde And Seek
S. Million Dollar Baby

Source: movieslnytimes.com

Sourte: Billboard.com

• Books

Web site

ehow.com
This Web site gives ideas
of how to spend Valentine's
Day by yourself. Idea s
include sending a dozen
roses to yourself and acting
surprised, attending a
Valentine's Day party and
treating yourself to a massage. Another link on the
site has ideas on how to eel·
ebrate Va lentine's Day
Sourct': nytimes.com without spending much.

Source: Billboard.com

f ...

Ralph Woods
Memorial Award

The

Murray State News
is now accepting applications for

Editor in Chief

Established to honor students who have
made an outstanding contribution in service
an~ leadership to the University campus.

Apply now for the
2005-2006 academic year.

Criteria:
1. Must be a December 2004 or May 2005 graduate.
2. Must be a person whose campus activities indicate
leadership.
3. Must be a person who promotes change.

Applications are available in
111 W ilson Hall"
and are

due March 4

(Can accomplish goals and is of service to students and faculty.)

4. Grade point average is of no consideration.

Interviews will be
the week of March 14.

Applications are available in the Student Government
Association office. Three letters of recommendation
(from peers, instructors or whomever you like)
validating the nominee's leadership capabilities
must be submitted by
NOON, FRIDAY, MARCH 4, 2005

Sponsored by SGA

,..,..
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Students, faculty perform
'Vagina Monologues'
Phillip Dishon
Staff Writer
pdishon@thenews.org

Michael Md.aurine/The News

Kate Marks, sop hoinor e from Louisville, p e rforms a portion of 'The
Vagina Monologues' called •Reclaiming Cunt.'

The word "vagina'' to many,
carries a dirty connotation.
However, for the women in
"The Vagina Monologues," the
word means much more.
Lindsay Marlow, senior from
Ina, lll. and president of the
Murray State Empowerment of
Women, brought the show to
Murray.
"I wanted to bring it to Murray because everyone can take
something from it," Marlow
said.
"The Vagina Monologues"
was written by Eve Ensler, a
playwright and women's
activist. Ensler wrote the play
over a span oflO years by compiling stories of real women
from around the world.
Now in its eighth year, "The
Vagina Monologues" has
become a pivotal part of the VDay international celebration
organized to spread awareness
of violence against women.
Marlow said she was inspired
to bring the production to campus after seeing it performed in
Paducah last year.
"It made me proud to be a
woman," Marlow said. "It is
just really empowering to see
women on stage telling other
women's stories (and experiences)."
The play explores many
aspects of the private lives of
women. These include sexual
experiences,
menstruation,
sexual abuse and rape.
Victoria LaFont, senior from
Paducah, produced the play.
LaFont said the monologues
~e' reacUons each speaker has
toward things people usually
don't openly talk about.
"The word 'vagina' is a phys-

iological term," LaFont said. "I
fee) like, as a culture, we need
to use that word as a symbol.''
LaFont said most people prefer to avoid the subject matter
of the play. LaFont said the play
is not only about vaginas, but
the many things for which the
word stands.
''A lot of people say vagina is
not a word you say," LaFont
said. ''Bulimia is not a word you
say. AIDs is not a word you say.
We need to talk about (these
issues). We have to talk about
them if women are ever going
to be seen as people rather than
objects."
LaFont Said using the monoIogue format helps in capturing
the essence and power of the
production.
"I think that it works really
well for the subject matter,"
LaFont said. "A monologue is a
very focused type of theater."
Randa Gozum, freshman
from Jackson, Tenn., auditioned for "The Vagina Monologues" as a way to get
involved.
"I just thought it would be
really cool to be a part of it,"
Gozum said.
Gozum said the play provides
the audience with greater
insight into the minds of all
women.
"It gives you a look into reality," Gozum said. "It is an
insight into what women feel
· about (everything)."
The proceeds from the ticket
sales of the production will go
to Murray State's Women's
Center and another national
organization chosen by the
organizers of V-Day.
Victoria LaFont said this was
one of the best aspects of the
show.
"I just want to suppor t
women," LaFont said. "For

3,000 years women of all
nationalities and of all cultures
... have been suppressed. Equaunity needs to happen. Hopefully. we can raise a lot.
"It has really been a beautiful
experience for
everyone
involved. A lot of different
people worked together to
make this possible.''
To spread the word about
"The Vagina Monologues," a
free benefit concert will be
held tonight at 7 in the Curris
Center Stables.
The Dishwashers, Cellar
Door, Stellar Kin and the
Dance-tigators will perform.
Ryan Whittiker, senior from
Paducah and lead singer of the
Dishwashers, said he is glad
"The Vagina Monologues" is
coming to Murray.
"I think that women should
be supported in all that they do
and I don't think that males
support them enough," Whittiker said. "Men, go to 'The
Vagina Monologues' and support women."
Whittiker said he was glad
his band would have the
chance to help make others
aware of the production.
"The, primary purpose of the
benefit show is to provide
awareness about the (play) to
students and the public that
will attend that may or may not
know what 'The Vagina Monologues' are," Whittiker said.
The performance of "The
Vagina Monologues" will be 7
p.m. Monday in the Curris Center T heater. Tickets are $5 for
students and $8 for the general
public.
A silent auction will also be
held at 6 p.m. before t)le show
with all proceeds gOihg to ijle
Murray State Women's Center.
To donation to the auction, or
to reserve tickets call 762-3140.

Interested in attending
graduate school for your Ph.D.?
The McNair Scholars Program can help you get ahead of the competition!
The McNair Program prepares MSU students in all disciplines to be successful by
providing the following services:

.-

• A paid, faculty-mentored undergraduate research, scholarly, or creative project.

• Free GRE preparation workshops, tutoring and personal assistance.

• Free trip to visit graduate programs and schools.

• Special graduate school application fee waivers.

Eligibility requirements and an application form can be found online at:

http://campus.murraystate.edulseryjces/ursa/mcnajr
For more information, call 762-5042,

Now you
don't have
to get dressed
I~ get your
news!
Everything in our
newspaper and more is
iust a click away at:

or visit the McNair office located at 400N Applied Science
Bldg.

APPLICATION DEADLINE:
Friday, April 8, 2005

Program funded by the
U.S. Department of
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Ernest LaLiberte
Sept 20, 1942 in Detroit Michigan; died January 31, 2005.

. (I read a version of these words at his funeral service.)

am Gregory Thomas La-Liberte (born Jan 8,1967 in Pontiac, Michigan), and I
writing these words about my father who was named Thomas Ernest LaLiberte. He passed away at the age of sixty-two, early Monday morning January 31,
05.
dead and those in their final moments may think and know that it's better
to be alive. I am, sure they would prefer more time. Evidence appears and reappears in all cultures and historical periods that there is a God I higher-powers,
·th an afterlife and forms of resurrection. Faith promises a better spirit world.
My father was a hardworking man who awoke early every morning for 31-years to attend a job and career he was not
fully happy with. He did it because he wanted to provide the best for my late mother (Valerie Kathryn Towle. Feb 13,
941 to Jan 14, 1988), and myself. He often mentioned "golden-;handcuffs", and I see hints of other careers he may have
n if he had put himself first.
My father was always there for me over the years. He could be my worst critic but also my diehard cheering section
and supporter. I can't tell you how much time he spent helping me; even when I was long past the age when many parents would have given their offspring's less time.
I was a confused and troubled adolescent and young adult. Many times both of us acted and behaved badly towards
each other. It was my fault that I couldn't see he was a man doing the best he could for his family and himself.
I am happy to believe the last time I saw him; I showed him some success and a return on the time and love he invest-

ed in me.
There is irony in that after all the years he carried me (literally and figuratively); I was able to help carry his casket to
the fmal spot .
~J

people I hoped might be at his funeral or wakes (my mother's family for instance) did not attend. My father had
way of either keeping a distance from some people or being too private. Too private or too stubborn; you decide. My
ther, like I and many oth:er people often forget that most of the worlds people are fighting a hard battle to be the best
person they can be.

........

...........

resented my Stepmother Julie for marrying my father and her family
being involved in his life as I think I was jealous of the time he gave
................. Julie and her family and friends have showed me much kindness
d sympathy this hard week. I apologize.
appreciate all my bloodline relatives, and my father's friends, and my
tepmother and her associates who have attended the wakes and funeral
'
rvice. I know he loved you all (or at least cared for you).
•

. •

.

d1ed unexpectedly. lf you have such a person 1n your hfe. Take NOTE
OF HIM/HER WHILE YOU STILL HAVE THEM!
father and I are natives of metropolitan Detroit. Our frrst ancestor in
orth-America in a direct blood-line was Gaspard Roi-Reau dit La LaLa botanist who arrived on a mission for the King of France to
experiment with crops and survey the lands of Quebec in 1656. I add this
·
n only to
make another record public note so that others can connect the family
tree and future relatives will not be lost in memory and connections.

10 Humble yourselves in the sight of the Lord, and He shall
lift you up.
11 Speak not evil one of another, brethren. He that speaketh
of his brother and judgeth his brother, spcaketh evil of the
law and judgeth the law. But if thou judge the law, thou art not
a doer of the law, but a judge.
12 There is one Lawgiver who is able to save and to
destroy. Who art thou that judgest another?
. 13 Come now. ye t~at say, "To~ay or tomorrow we will go
mto such and such a ctty and contmue there a year, and buy
and sell and get gain";
14 whereas ye know not what shall be on the morrow. For
what is your life? It is even a vapor that appcareth for a little
time, and then vanisheth away.
....... Epistle ofJAMES Chapter 4: 10-14

18. The disciples said to Jesus, "Tell us, how will our end
come?"
s said, "Have you found the beginning, then, that you are
l~oki?g for the end? You see, the end will be where the begin-

nmg ts.".
Congratulations to the one who stands at the beginning: that
one will know the end and will not taste death."

In spite of the fact that my Dad was often sarcastic and cynical about the ... The Gospel of Thomas (from "The Complete Gospels:
general population of the world and their motives; in his words about
Scholars Version'' by Robert J. Miller, ed).
them; my father had an open heart for me and many other people.
Over the years there were many good things he never took credit for. I found out a few years ago he was deeply
involved in United Way Charities fund raising. I never heard him say much about it or show it more than wearing the
lapel pin they give to anyone who donates a sum. I also learned from one of my high school
friends who was stranded and in trouble; that my father stepped in and rescued him. I only
found out about these years later; as he never told anyone; I guess he wanted to let my friend
his dignity.
I go through his belongings I fmd more traces and hints of his good deeds and kind incits.
will try to spend the rest of my life honoring the things he did for me and love he showed me;
being the best person I can be.

Gregory ( Greg ) Thomas La-Liberte
Soul surviving Biological Son to Thomas.
urray State University, Guidance & Counseling, College of Ed, Graduate Student.
grade@yahoo.com
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Time is now
for team, fans
to wake up
What a weekend this is going to be.
Maybe.
.
Nothing better than Murray State
versus Austin Peay on ESPN2 to fmish off Rivalry Week.
Last year's OVC titans will certainly be at each other's throats again, but
hopefully the Racers will be able to
hold its home court as even that has
been a struggle for a team predicted
to win the conference regular season
title.
Since a 96-70
drubbing of Tennessee-Martin the
Racers have been
sleepwalking
through the conference,
losing
three times while
allowing teams to
constantly hang
around without
having any business to do so.
Nathan
Even a 19-point Clinkenbeard
win at Morehead
Sports Editor
was hard to come
by as the Eagles were within striking
distance midway through the second
half.
Now the Racers have some waking
up to do because the nightmare of
missing a first-round home game for
the OVC Tournament is quickly
approaching. Even though the Racers
are tied for third in the league, the
problem is there are three other
teams tied with them with 7-4
records.
What better moment to snap out of
it than being on national television
with millions watching?
If anything has been the Achilles'
Heel for the men's basketball team, it
has been free throws.
The problem bas become so bad
the groans from the RSEC crowd
keep getting louder and louder, but
maybe the biggest problem is that
happens to be when the crowd is the
loudest.
I'm starting to believe more and
more that Regional Special Events
Center stands for the opposite of
Racer Arena.
With about three minutes to go in
the SEMO game Saturday and the
Racers down, the crowd suddenly
woke up from a midday nap, realized
"The Price is Right" was over and
they were really at a basketball game.
A headline in the newspaper
"Crowd cheers at RSEC" was bound
to turn up on Jay Leno's "Headlines.''
From now on maybe the scorekeeper should keep us down by a few
points with a couple minutes left on
the clock, regardless of the score.
Maybe Saturday night the crowd
will cheer the whole game. Maybe the
moon will collide with the sun. I
won't be holding my breath. These
days clapping and spelling out Racers
during the fight song is a battle won.
Like J said, this weekend could be
awesome or it could be heU on Earth.
Two separate entities, the players
and the fans, need to wake up while
we still have a shot at winning an
OVC regular season crown.
It needs to happen before it's too
late and four teams not named Murray State wilt be going to Nashville.
Then, we'll wish we were dreamin g.

Nathan Clinkenbeard is the sports editor of The Murray State News, e-mail
him at nclinkenbeard@thenews.org.

Ricky Agostini/

New:.

Players jockey for position as junior center Pearson Griffith attempts a free-throw in the Racers' 72-68 loss Thursday night.

RSEC not so friendly for Racers
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeard@theru.'Ws.org

The Ohio Valley Conference logjam at the top
became more competative as Tennessee Tech
defeated Murray State 7268 Thursday night to
move into a tic for first
place with Samford, following the Bulldogs' loss
to Eastern Kentucky.
Six teams in the OVC
are now positioned within
only one game of each
other. Murray State sits in
a four-way tie for third
place with Southeast Missouri State, EKU and
Austin Peay.
Tennessee Tech Head
Coach Mike Sutton sees
the parity in the league
and wants all the teams to

play in the OVC tourney.
"We have so many
teams in this league that
arc right with each other
in terms of talent," Sutton
said. "It would be great
for this conference if we
could have all the teams
play in Nashville. but that
isn't the way it is."
For the first time in the
Regional Special Events
Center history, the Racers
lost back-to-back consecutive home games. It was
the third time overall the
Racers lost two straight
home games. but road
games split the previous
two.
The first half saw 12
lead changes between the
two teams and five ties as
the Racers jumped out to
the lead for good in the
opening frame after fresh-

man forward Shane Dansby's basket and foul. Murray State extended its lead
by as much as seven and
ended the first half with
the lead 33-27.
Junior guard Darnell
Hopkins came off the
bench for Head Coach
Mick Cronin and scored
lO points in the first half
but only one point in the
second. Hopkins and the
rest of the bench scored
16 of Murray State's 33
first- half points.
Cronin mixed up the
lineup benching three
previous starters.
Redding led the Racers
in scoring with a gamehigh 19 points on 5-of-lO
shooting. The Sandusky.
Ohio native was perfect
from three-point range
going 3-of-3, and he also

grabbed a game-high
eight rebounds.
Sutton sees the talent in
the Racers, but said he
understands how hard it
is to have almost all new
players in a system.
"When you have a lot of
new players it takes a
while for kids to learn
how to play real hard,"
Sutton said. "They play
hard, but it just takes time
to figure out how hard
you can play."
Murray' State controlled
the game for much of the
second half until Tech
took tfte.lead for good on·
senior forward Derek
Stribling's dunk and freethrow after junior guard
Keith Jenifer fouled him.
Junior guard Keyon
Boyd led four scorers in
double figures with 16

points on 3-of-7 shooting.
Boyd came in as Tech's
worst frt!e-throw shooter
in terms of percentage,
but he came awa)' a perfect 9-of-9 from the line.
Murray State Head
Coach Mick Cronin was
unavailable for comment
after the game.
Austin Peay comes to
Murray at 1 p.m. Saturday.
The game, scheduled to
air on F.SPN2, is part of
ESPN's Rivalry Week.
With both teams tied in
the conference standings,
some things may be sorted out in the race for
home-court advantage ' in
the OVC Tournament.
However, with the complexity in the league, the
spots may not be determined until the final regular season games .Feb. 26.

Women fall to Tech as Golden Eagle forward tallies 37
Nathan Clinken beard
Sports Editor
nclinkenbeord@thenl'ws.org

With no answer in the low
post, the Tennessee Tech Golden
Eagles kept hammering away
inside to break the women's
Racer basketball team 85-78
Thursday night at the Regional
Special Events Center.
·
Golden Eagles junior forward
Emily Christian scored 37 points
on 15-23 shooting as she missed
her career high of 40 points set
against Eastern Illinois.
Murray State Head Coach Joi
Felton knew going up against a
player with Christian's caliber
was going to be a challenge for
her ballclub.
"(Christian) is a very good
player, and she's the preseason
player of the year for very good
reason," Felton said. "She's very
tough to guard because she's so
strong and physical down in the
block. We're undersized in the
post, but not to make any excuses
she did a great job, and we didn't
sustain our effort inside the paint
to guard her."
The Racers (8-14, 4-7 OVC)
found themselves down early in
the ballgame as sophomore guard
Kendall Cavin hit two three-

Rkky Agostin/Tiw New5

Sophomore guard Ashley Hayes is guarded by Tennessee
Tech's sophomore guard Deanna Apple. H ayes buried six
three-pointers and scored a team-high 20 points for the Racers.
pointers to push the Tennessee
Tech lead to 13-7 with 13:33
remaining in the first half.
From there Tech 06-6, 9-2
OVC) would push the lead to 11,
but the Racers came back with a

spurt of its own, outscoring the
Golden Eagles 16-4 in the fmal
7:54 of the half to go up 34-33.
Part of the reason for the firsthalf comeback was four threepointers from four different play-

ers. The Racers hit 13-of-32 three's in the contest.
Sophomore guard Ashley
Hayes made all her field-goal
attempts from behind the arc and
made 6-of-12 along with two freethrows for a team-high 20 points.
Tech came out strong with
Christian in the second half, but
Hayes came roaring back with
nine of her 20 points in a span of
2:31 to put' her team up 51-46 with
less than 14 minutes to go.
"(Hayes) can really shoot the
ball deep," Felton said. ''She's a
very good shooter, very accurate.
Other teams know we want to go
to her, and we've really challenged (Hayes) to move without
the ball so it won't be easy for
other teams to guard her.''
On sophomore guard Deanna
Apple's second of two freethrows, the Golden Eagles took
the lead for good 65-64 with 7:12
left.
Freshman guard Shalcca Petty
had 12 points on 5-of-13, shooting
as well as five rebounds and four
assists.
Next up for the women is
Austin Peay as they come to Murray at 3:45 p.m. Saturday. Austin
Peay sits ninth in the conference
after losing at Tennessee-Martin
Thursday night 64-58.

The Sports ~ine••.
Murray State Events

TV Events
Friday: ESPN @ 7 p.m.

Saturday: ESPN @ 5 p.m.

NBA Basketball
Nuggets at Cavaliers

NCAA Basketball
Creighton at Southern llli'nois

'f
f

Feb. ll-13: Rifle @ TBA

Saturday: M BBall @ 1 p.m.

Pat Spurgin Rifle Range
NCAA Sectionals

Regional Special Events Center
Austin Peay at Murray St.

Saturday: CBS @ noon

Sunday: ABC @ noon

Saturday: Men's Tennis @ 10 a.m.

Wednesday: W BBall @ 3:45 p.m.

NCAA Basketball
Wisconsin at Illinois

NBA Basketball
Spurs at Heat

Paducah
Tenn.-Chattano.o ga vs. Murray St.

Regional Special Events Center
Austin Peay at Murray St.

~
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Showdown Saturday

Forecast: good,
Austin Peay rolls into town for weekend date with MSU squirrel hunt
turns to fishing
Nathan Clinkenbeard

Sports Editor

nclinkenbcard@thenews.org

A year after a Valentine's Day m assacre on
and off the basket ball
court, the Austin Peay
Governors come to Murray Saturday for an afternoon showdown televised
nationally
on
ESPN2.
The 1 p.m. game time at
the Regional Special
Events Center will pit last
year's regular season
Ohio Valley Conference
champion against the
tournament c hampion.
Murray State is 66-34
against Austin Peay.
The two teams faced off
once
last
year
in
Clarksville during the
regular season because of
an unbalanced schedule
with the Racers losing a
tight battle 63-56, and
now it will be the Racers
turn to host the Gover·
nors and its fans.
photos by R,1shod Taylor/The News
Head
Coach
Mick Hea d Coach Mick Cronin looks at the referee after
Cronin understands he
a call made against the Racers. The men's team
must take advantage of
having Austin Peay in his takes on Austin Peay Saturday at 1 p .m . on ESPN2.
backyard this season, and
defense will be key.
"That's just basketball,"
Cronin said. "You look at
any team who is on top of
their conference in America and their defensive
fteld-goal percentage is
low. Last year, Austin
Peay and ourselves were
1~2 in the conference
because of defense."
Austin
Peay
Head
Coach Dave I.oos and his
Governor squad went on
to fmish the season with a
perfect 16-0 record, but
fell to Murray State when
it mattered most in the
OVC Tournament Cham-

pionship game 66·60.
. The only loss in the
conference for the Govs
meant it had to settle for a
National Invitation Tournament bid while the
Racers went to the NCAA
Tournament with the
OVC's automatic bid.
Losing four senior
starters from last season's
squad meant another run
at a perfect r~cord would
be hard to come by as the
Governors were chosen
to finish fifth in the conference . Before Thursday's game at TennesseeMartin, Austin Peay is in
a four-way tic fo r fourth

in the conference at 6-4.
Like C ronin's Racers,
Loos an d his squad arc
not facing any setbacks as
the team has itself in position for a potential home
game for the ftrst-round
of the OVC Tournament.
Austin Peay is led
offensively by senior
guard Anthony Davis,
who was the only return·
ing starter. Davis's 15.9
points per game paces the
Govs, but his all-around
play and leadership is
what has his team at its
current position in the
OVC. Davis averages 5.6
rebounds every game, a

healthy number for a 6foot-2-inch guard.
Junior
center
Zac
Schlader has seen the
biggest
improvement
from his last two seasons
as he is averaging 13.1
points and 6.6 rebounds
per
game.
Schlader
received just 14 minutes a
game last season. but he
has seen that number
increase to 37.
Murray State relies on a
perimeter-based offense
as junior gunrd T rey
Pearson leads the Racers
in scoring with 15.3 points
per game. Pearson has
been hot of late from
behind the arc as he has
made 43 percent of his
three-pointers on the season.
Pearson a lso has the
highest free-throw percentage on a team that
struggles mightily from
the charity stripe. The
Racers are only hitting 64
percent of its free-throws,
and Pearson is making 75
percent of his attempts.
While the post position
has been lacking this season, an heir to the throne
could b<.• on the horizon
as jtl nior forward Reggie

Jackson has stepped in
and played valuable minutes in the paint.
Jackson had a breakout
game against Eastern Illinois where he picked up
18 points, six rebounds
and three blocked shots.
The 18 points were a
career high for Reggie.
"1 hnd been practicing
hard, working harder to
play," Jackson said. "The
main thing the coaches
have been telling me is to
not put it in cruise control
and to keep pushing."
Jackson
had
only
played an average of four
minutes a game up until
last week. but in two
games he played an average of 22.
Both teams rank in the
top three in the conference in scoring defense
and the Governors dominated thL' leabrue the previous season with an
attacking defense.
While both teams will
be pressing to show its
talents, odds are the Racers want to continue the
trend of what happens
when they play Austin
Pl!ay:
a
Governor
heartache.

Sophomore guard T r ey Pear son drives on Southeast Missouri St ate's senior center Reggie Golson.

Distance runner, thrower pace track squads
Nathan Clinkenbeard
Sports Editor
nclinkconbcard;Jilthenews.org

Michael Mclaurine/Th£> New!>

Freshman Johoathan Skinner runs the
bleachers at Roy Ste wart Stadium.

The men and women's track and field
teams continued tqeir seasons last Friday
and Saturday in Carbondale, 111. at the Sou thern Illinois University McDonald's Invitational.
This was the second meet for both teams as
the Ohio Valley Conference Championships,
hosted by Eastern Illino is in Charleston, Il l.,
are Feb. 25 and 26.
First-year Head Coach Dcreck Chavis was
pleased with the team's overall results and
said some of his athletes are showing signs of
p rogress.
"Things went pretty well." Chavis said.
"Some of our people are showing improvement. I think, at this point, that we are showing consistent p rogress and hope that things
will pan out at the OVC Championships."
For the men, sophomore John Gorey was
the only athlete to score for the Racers as he
finished eighth overall in the 5.000-meter
run. Gorey finished the 3.1 mile race in 16
minutes, 30.32 seconds.
Gorey's one point put the men in 12th place
out o f 12 teams. Host Southern Illinois edged
Illinois State to win the men's overall title,
98-86.
Southeast Missouri State was the highest
finisher for OVC representatives in Carbondale as the Redhawks fmished fourth with 68
points. Eastern Illinois and Jacksonville State

also competed from the OVC.
On the women's side, junior Jamie Nurnberger was the lone scorer as she placed
eighth in the weight throw with a toss of 52
feet, 4.5 inches. Nurnberger's one point put
the women in 14th place out of 14 teams.
Southern Illinois and Illinois State were
again the top teams in the competition, but
the Salukis won in convincing fashion with
138 points to Illinois State's 84.
Southeast Missouri and Eastern Illinois finished fifth and sixth respectively with 43 and
42 points. Austin Peay and Jacksonville State
also competed from the conference.
The Racers travel to Middle 'rcnnessee
State tomorrow for the MTSU Valentine
Invitational in Murfreesboro, Tenn.

Remaining Track and Field
Indoor Schedule
'
Saturday
Tiger Invitational (DePauw)
Greencastle, Ind.

Friday
Southeast Mis~uri State Meet
Cape Girardeau, Mo.

One of those days pretty well
everyone looks forward to slipped in
last weekend.
It was a warm day in early February, the ftrst one we've had this year.
Last Saturday, after a week straight,
maybe longer. of dreary, cold weather, the sun popped out and the temperature climbed right up into the
60s.
I'd been watching the forecast all
week, so I knew it was supposed to
b~ warm. I planned a late-season
squirrel hunting outing with a friend
of mine early Saturday morning.
Since it was
supposed to be
warm, I didn't
dress too heavily.
T hat was a mistake. It was still
pretty frosty at .6
a.m., and 1 was
glad to get back
to the truck,
crank up the
heater and guzWill
zle some coffee.
Brantley
Evidently. the Outdoor Columnist
squirrels
also
thou~ht it was too cold, as we didn't
see a single nne.
It d id warm up later though. My
fiancee. Michelle, a nd I rummaged
around for some tackle and made our
first fishing outing of the year to a
farm pond dose to the house.
I knew the water would be pretty
clear in that particular pond. so I
decided to try a little crappie jig suspended about eight feet under a bob~
ber. Michelle started out by tossing a
small sassy sbad on a jig head.
It's always a bit of a surprise to
catch a winter-time bass, even if it is
warm and that's what you set out to
do.
I caught one on my third cast. He
was a chunky 13-inc her. He hit the jig
, very lightly, and, instead of pulling
the bobber under, he knocked slack
in the line, turning the float on its
side.
I knew I had a fish biting when the
bobber began moving to the side at a
snail's pace. Tset the hook and immediately felt him on the other end.
Since he was the first fish of th e
year and I was using ultra-light tackle with four pound test line, I took a
little time to play him out.
The bass was almost white from
being in the cold water for so long. I
looked at hi m, showed him to
Michelle (being careful not to rub it
in that I had caught one and she d idn't, which is a rare occurrence on all
of our ftshing outings) and eased him
back into the water.
Wl' got a couple more strikes that
day, but nothing hit hard enough for
us to hook. It was really just too early
to catch a good mess of bass, but I'm
glad we went.
It won't be long now before the fish
start biting well (early-season catfishing, in particular is coming up
real soon) and before you know it,
the turkeys will be gobbling a little
bit of a morning and strutting some
in the evenings.
For now though, it's dreary and
cold again and that just reinforces the
fact that there's no good excuse for
not being outside on an early springlike day. I'll keep watching the forecast and be ready for the next one.

Feb. 25-26
Ohio Valley Confe rence Champ ionships
Eastern 111inois University
Charleston, m.

Will Brantley is the outdoor columnist
of The Murray State News, e-mail him
at wbrantley@thenews.org.

' WILSON'S FLORIST
'

MSIA Students "Valentine's Specials"
20

% off any 1 full price item in store.
Good t hrough Feb. 26, 2005 •
Limit one coupon per customer.

"Voted Mu"ays favorite florist. n

Order Now for Valentine's
114 South 5th St.
Murray, K'( 42071
(270) 753-4156
Toll Free: 1-866-753-4156

sth and Main. 753-1622 ·Court Square
vvww.newlife-bookstore.com
(bring in coupon)
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Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE.
I Located inside Wal-Mart.
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SCORING.......................
Points p er game............ .
Scoring margin..............
FIELD GOALS-ATT...............
Field goal pet..............
3 POINT FG-ATT............~ ..
3-point FG pet............. .
3-p t FG made per game...... .
FREE THROWS-ATT...............
Free throw pet............. .
REBOUNDS..................... .
Rebounds per game............
Rebounding margin...........
ASSISTS...................... .
Assists per game............
TURNOVERS.....................
T urnover s per game..........
Turnover margin.............
Assist/turnover ratio.......
STEALS........................
Steals per game.............
BLOCKS....................... .
Blocks per game.............
ATTENDANCE....................
Hom e games-Avg!Game.........

~

MUR

OPP

1439
71.9
+6.0
527-1167
.452
140-393

1319
65.9

356

456-996
.458
122-312
.391
285-420
.679

35l

32.2

+3.0
286
14.3
272
3.6

268
13.4
324
16.2

MSU at APSU, Feb. 14, 2004
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MSU all-time vs. APSU
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15th season
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MSU vs. APSU, March 6, 2004

Mick
Cronin
Head Coach
2nd season
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TEAM STATISTICS

66~34

643

0.8
138
6.9
51
2.6
34081
9-3787

f'

Feb. 12, 2005, 1 p.m ESPN2

6l

7.0
245-385
.636
702

"

Murray State vs. Austin Peay

RACERS
TEAM STATISTICS

•.•

Maurice
Hampton
Jr. Guard

SCORING...................... .
Points per game.............
Scoring margin..............
FIELD GOALS-ATT..............
Field goal pet..............
3 POINT FG-ATT................
3-point FG pet..............
3-pt FG made per game.......
FREE THROWS-ATT...............
Free throw p et..............
REBOUNDS.....................
Rebounds per game...........
Rebounding margin.. .........
ASSISTS.......................
Assists per game............
TURNOVERS................... ..
Turnovers per game......... .
Turnover margin.............
Assist/turnover ratio.......
STEALS................. - ....
Steals per game.............
BLOCKS.....- ............... .
Blocks per game..·...........
ATTENDANCE....................
Home games-Avg!Game........ .
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OPP
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67.0
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2.9
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5.8
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-2.8
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14.4
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Racers
hope
home-court
advantage
.
plays role in future games at RSEC
Women take on·Govs Saturday
Brittany Renfro

rebounds against Samford
University.
Setting the game-high
number of steals at seven,
the third-highest in Murray
State Basketball history is
sophomore guard Gerraca
Matthews. Aside from
Matthew's steals. were her
13 points against Eastern
Illinois and ll points against
Southeast Missouri State.
"Matthews has started
using her athleticism to her
advantage especially on the
deftmsive end," Cross said.
"Our guards have started
rebounding more, which in
turn leads to more points
on the board."
Like any team, the Racers
have strengths and weaknesses.
''Most important for the
team is that we play together and finish games to the
end," Petty said. "Sometimes we let up and don't
play as hard as we can."
Cross says the Racers
strengths include shooting
from the perimeter, drawing the foul and knocking
down free-throw shots.
"Our biggest weakness is
rebounding," Cross said.
"We need to go after every
loose ball and usc keep up
momentum throughout the
entire game."
The Racets have won
every home game this season, defeating the opponent
by five or more points each

Assistant Sports Editor
brenfro@thenews.org

The home-court advantage. A reality or a myth?
With one win and one
loss as of Wednesday on its
own turf, the women's basketball team will once again
try to turn that idea into a
reality.
The Racers began a fivegame homestand Feb. 3
with a 76-70 win over Eastern Illinois University. Just
two days later, the Racers
returned to the Regional
Special Events Center to
take on top-ranked (9·1
Ohio Valley Conference)
Southeast Missouri State
University.
SEMO defeated the Rae·
ers 60-40, scoring 14 gamewinning,
unanswered
points.
The fourth meeting of the
five home games will pair
four-time defending conference champion Austin Peay
University, with the Racers.
Murray State Assistant
Coach Rob Cross said similar statistics, including
record and rank, are a sign
the Racers and the Governors should be evenly
matched, but rank does not
always matter.
"We both have similar
records, but we have to look
at every game individually,"
Cross said. "Throw the
standings out because the
ball could bounce a different way or someone could
make a great play."
Austin Peay is ranked
eighth in OVC standings,
just one spot under the Racers, is 1-9 in road games.
The Governors hold a
record of 3-7 in conference
play, while Murray State
holds a 4-6 record for
league games.
Freshman guard Shaleea
Petty says a home game is
an advantage over the visitor.
"We practice there everyday and are more comfortable shooting and playing
games at home than away,"
Petty said.
Cross says having a
crowd full of fans excites
the players and gets them

FOR

SALE

Mini fridge for sale, $40. 618-9738621.
Building Sale! "R<Xk Bottom Prices!"
la.\t Ch,mce. Bt·.lt nE'xt price increase.
Go dircct/~,tve. 20x26, 2Sx30, 30x40,
35x50,40xf~,45x90,50xl00,60xl80.

Others. f'iont>cr I -800-668-5422
Sawmills· $2,695.00 -LumberMate2000 &. lumbcrl.ite-24. Norwood
lndu~tri~ abo manuf,JCtures utility ATV
attachment~. log skidders, portable
board edgers and forestry equipment.
www.norwoodindustries.com
rrec
information: 1-800-578-1363 ext3001"\
AshNille, NC Area. Spcctarular i"Aountain view & river lots. Paved ;oad~,
clubhousP. & more. ,...;ew Relectse! Possible SSK dl!o(Ount! Bear River Commu·
nit~. C.tll 1·866-411-5263

FOR RENT
Mal~

roommate wanted, ·~ble/intet-
net, •1600 ~q. ft. duplex, •no smoking
inside, •1.5 miles from campus, • $350
month/no utilities, 618-973-8621.

3 bedroem, 2 bath duplex. $700 pl'f

'

Proftossional office 5pace lor rent In
Frankfort. Ju$t oif US 127 near 1·64.
ApprollimJtc·ly 700 square feet on sccond floor, pnvate bath. cl~ts. $600
~r month, indudc:. water/S€Wer, electric, j~as. Ctll S02-2H-811~. __

HELP WANTED
)OIN THI SourHWOOOS WAY AND HA\IE TWF
86T SlJMWlt Of ~Ol!R Uff! $outhwood) is

a co-ed residffiti.ll children's QlllP in
the Adirond.-.ck Mountains of New
York. Southwoods is seeiOng ENTHUSIASTIC, ENERGETIC and FUN-LOVING
individual$ to make a positive impad on
a child'1 life. Positions are avaiLlble in
the arr..~ of: cabin specialists, athletic..,
outdoor adventure, creative and per-

Rifle team competes,
hosts Sectional meet
to determine NCAA
DanTepe
Staff Writer
dtepe@thenews.org

The rifle team will host
the most important competition for teams hoping to
be selected into the NCAA
tournament Friday at Pat
Spurgin Rifle Range in Roy
Stewart Stadium.
The Racers are one of
roughly 30 teams participating in the Collegiate
Sectionals that start today
and end Sunday.
To qualify for the NCAA
tournament, it is imperative to perform well at the
Sectionals because only
the top eight small bore
and air rifle teams are
selectea for the tournament.
"It doesn't necessarily
matter how we did all season," second-year Head
Coach Ann Proctor said.
"We could do really well at
Sectionals and poorly during the season. but still
make the tournament."
The team knows the
competition is going to
pick up during the Sectionals.
"It's definitely our most
competitive match of the
season," senior Mike Gardner said. "There are more
teams involved and that
leads to more competition."
Murray State has had
two weeks off since its last

~me.

R1cky Agostin/The News

freshman guard Alaina Lee shoots over three Eastern
Illinois University players. The Racers defeated the
Panthers 76-70, and take on Austin Peay Saturday.
ready to compete.
"Without question, there
is a home-court advantage,
but it would help the players even more if we could
get more fans at the home
games." Cross said.
Both the Racers and the
Governors have two leading guards in points and
rebounds.
Leading the team for
Austin Peay is junior guard
Kera Bergeron, who was the
top scorer in three of the
team's last four games.
Bergeron had 13 points
against Tennessee Tech, 26
points against Tennessee

sports
of working at South-

woods indude salary, tr.~vel, room,
board. laundry and much more! For
more information and to complete an
application please contad \6 www.
southwoods.com 1-888-449-3357. We
love MSU $ludents! Come and continue
tht• MSU legacy at Southwoods. Join
some of your fellow classmates.... M.lrtin Son, Stephanie Lawrence, Eric Wilson, Mary Woods, Andrew West,
Amanda Felber, Simon Grout, Oathan
Shellon, Timothy Dudley, Rebecca
Travi~, TJ Garrett, &in Babb, Justin
Roll'>t', Ben Bowden, BiU Robison, Rrese
Tom.'f'lce, Trav~ West, leAnne W"',
Kiley Newell, Rich LeVeque, Todd Hoff~
man, Michelle lovell, Bel Arnett.

CAMP STAFF S~ your summ~r
t~achinK girls to sa• I, windsurf, k<tyak &
more! Bear Creek Aquatic Camp,
located on scenic 160,000 acre lake
now hiring: Counselorslt.ifeguar& (we
can train), Boating Assistants, Waterrront Director tWSI), Kitchen Assistant
& Health Supervisor (EMT I RNJ.
Grf'at bent>fits, fun traditions & playful
atmosphere!
www.kygirlscoulcamps.org or 1 ·
888·771-5170 c.>xt. 234.

~---

penon, le.ne & deposit required, peb
utra S25 per month, 293-5423 _

Erin Cumrnin~/lhe News

Dan Belluzzo, freshman from Chisholm, Minn., prepares a shot at rifle practice. The rifle team competes
today and through the weekend at Sectionals.

Dude Ri\er oi Three Springs Inc. operates a residential treatment facility for
struggling tet'fl·at:e boy:>. w~ ofier a
unique combination of traditional psychiatric and psychological treatment
along with e~perienti.al and adventurebawd outdoor services and activities.
We hirt' social and behavioral sci~nce,
criminal (ustice, social work and recreation ma1or~ who want the opportunity to hele make a difference '" the lffe
of a chtld. For more infonoalion,
check out our website at www.thlftspri~.com/duckriver or e-mail us at
drt'mploymenttrthreesprings.com.
Adverti~lng

sales pubhc relationsNationwide publishing co. needs VC
sales rt.'P· Pc1id training. large renewal
base. Must have c:k>Pcndable trans·
portJIIon . Able to travel ovem1ght. Send
rcsunw to: hrGiawpublications.net or
i.1x CJ72-J'l2-972-l

State and 21 points against
Jacksonville State.
"Bergeron averages 12
points a game and leads the
OVC in field goals made,
Cross said. "She is an
extremely talented shooter
for the team.''
Rebecca
Remington,
senior guard for the Racers,
reached her second doubledouble of the season with 18
points and a second career·
high 11 rebounds.
Also a threat for the Governors is junior guard, Ashley Hayes, who reached her
fourth double-double of the
season with 22 points and 13

M.A.,
LPN,
Good phlebotomY. ~ill~ 12EKG t'Xpt'l'ience. Dcta1l oncntcd to
work as indt.-pcndent contractor Fax
ri..'Sume 502·339-1383
landS<~tpcl

Construction Laborer. FT
Hl years older, Vc~ltd K' DriV<'rS
liren~e. No DUI's, Drug free workplac~·. Puid Vi!GJtion, Holida1~. St.trung
.lt $'1/hr. Call502-6.!3-18fi1
l<lw l.11lon c·nwnt- Entry lewl. fop p~y
lwnt·hts.l i5 grads 17-.34. Must rplo<.-.11<~
C.tll M·l' 800-284-6289
100

Tram<.-es Ntoetled! Special
15 day CDL lrc~ining ior Tr<msport
America at TAT. !'o:o experience needed! 1·86&-244-3644
Drtll(!l'

Act Now. Drivm- Flatbed. bulk t.1nk,

Cross said home-game
wins have been a necessity
Tor Murray State, and each
game is taken as seriously
as the next.
"You have to win all your
home games to win the conference
championships,
which is out of the question
for us," Cross said. "We
could still host 'the firstround of the tournament if
we continue improving our
rebounding and keep our
free throw a priority in
practice and games."
Murray State takes on the
Governors at 3:45 p.m. Saturday in the Regional Special Events Center.
The Racer's final regular
season home game is
against Tennessee Martin
at 5:15 p.m. Feb. 15.

SSO,OOO yearly polc'f!tiaL High weekly
miles 1 yr. Tfr exp. SMX 1..aD0-247-

More. ,'vlofc pay per
n
anyone else! $.43/mile for 1 year <'XJX."
nente! More experienc t • makes more!
Call us we' ll prove it' Heartland
Express. 1-8()()-441-4953 www.heartlam:lexprcss.com

Drivers· Company driver\: GuarantC(od
hom~· every wft'kendl Starting .11 4041
'1'1% nu touch. I yt~M t•xperienrP
rt-qulred. Call Kan~i at IJ66-!i4,l-1234

••star Transport•• Nl'('(J, 111C!1'J>ericnn·d
drivers. Home mo,r Wl'i.'kemb, Pcterbilt
trucks, shared tuition. Good st.lrting
p.ty. rood and lodging provid!od. 1R00-455-4682

Drivers! CDL-A Van & Flatbed Ortv('fS,
8040 www.smxc.com

l)rivNs: Drive OTR. l:itrn up to 41t pm.
full medical & berlf'fits IJkg. llomP
t.VCf)' 14 days, take truck~ mme. Con·
tractors 'tan w!bao;e of 85cpm plu\ 40%
fuel discount. Paid platcs/l'ermits, benefits avail, no forced di~patch. 1-877452-~&27. Orientation 5~arts ll<'xt week!
l'OC.

Jnd rl.'frigcra•ro di\'i5iOI15. Perfoonart<.e
h~o;e(f pay. ExpL'fienced operators, lnck.'pendent contractors, or nmpany duvers.
CI)L ln~truction prugram JV.til,tble.
ww~v.p~mein:.com 800-771 -6111!

DriVl'rs, Over the ro.lCl, l S stat<~- Flat
w/sitk·s. late modd conventional~. J
yeJrs expt"rience. $2,000 sign on
b<~nus. ~tart .34<;'-•.38¢ mile+ benefits.
Ctll (80Cl)444-6046

Area CDl-A TrJinlngl loh Plnccm,·nl

Drive~ Owner Opt"'raton., .trc you gel·
ling a pay Increase in 200)i Roehl Is
mw;asmg pay$ ~, 500 in l'ciJ. ..!0051 Up
to $2,000 ~ign-{Jn bonus. Grc,11 fucl SUI ·
tharge program. www.GoRoehl.com
877-774-5313

a.'st. Callt<ld.l)' to ~Pr if Y"ll

qu.M)

statt'f?_.tid t~1~ing. !I00-191l·'J908

101

Driver· Covcn.1nt Transport. Excellent
P.ty & Benefits for expenenced drivE'rs,
0/0, Solos, Teams & Graduc1te students. Bonuses paid w('(•kly. Equal
Opportunity fmployl'r 868-~0RE
PAY 1888-667-3729)
OrivN- 'Oedicdted Customer 'Up to
3Scpm tu ~tart "2&00-3000 Miles/ Wt.'<·k
•Bent-fit$ ,,v.1Hahle 'CDL-N 6 rnonths
OTR 877·687-5&27. JDC l.ogi\tics
Drlvt•r: C.ei I lome [very Wt•t'kl'nd!l'lu)
1·2 linu~ p<'r wt-ek. DedicJit'd ll<~tb<·d
freight TOP WAG[S. 6 mo 1Ir & Clo~~~
CIJI.-A Rcq'd W.V.T. 800-246-6305
wwv..v.vtoni1ne.com
Driver- 0 10 "'ew division! 7i% rt'V·
enuc vour tra1ler/ 70% with our traJer.
I oo% tarp pay & fuel surchargt•.
Choose lood, area & home t1me. Boyd
Br•"· 800-543-8923
Driver~

Act<.'fllu'lg Trdtn(!("'! CDL 1n Ill
d.ty~l Nn monev down. student ftn.m• -

Dmers: Owner Operators; fleet Own·
ers; Tractors 51.53, StrJight Truck.s
$1.15-$1.15. Free Qualcomm/ Trip
Pak. Call Tri-State ExpeditC'd. 888-320'>•1!4

IJriV!'rs: Owner Opt·r.ltors ne{'dcd l
HumP Weekends: OldN tru< ks, plates
available. $0.88fmilt• or 70% gross.
Call Maxine at T&T Dedk.Jit'Cl Omlcrs,
Inc., 1-800-511-0082
Drl~ers: Transportation Company I<X'<lttod in Jeffer500vllle, IN., has nt.'<.od fur
owner operators. Mu't have Class-A
COL We gt'l our drivers home on
wt.'Ckend). Call 1-600-348-0924, Joe
Hammond.

Need a }obi CRST! 1\'o experience? No
Problem! No cmdll r..he<k. No monthly
payme11t. lm~llate hmclit parki1gt•.
Nt•w hirin~ in your an~a 1-877-441-8289

TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Can("Un,

Acapulco, Bahamas, florida
& Costa Rica. 11 O':'o Best Prices! Book
now and get free parties & me.ak!
Group disc:ounts. Cuoput reps wantrd! 1-800-234-7007 t'lldleruummertouN.com.

)Mnaica,

CHERRY BLOSSOM COI.t' AND
COUNTRY CLUB, Crorgt•tmvn. Gull
Oigest voted us llf''ot pl.ln'S to pl.ty
10041 loin us for your ncxl round/out·
1ng. Special ' M•~mhP.I1ohip ,w,,il.lble.
50.!-570-9849!

match and has been focusing on what the team needs
to do to win.
"We are all focusing on
our individual game and
trying to improve," Gardner said. ''If we improve
individually, we improve
as a team."
After the Sectiunals, the
Racers move on to the
Ohio Valley Conference
Championships on Feb. 1920, where the team has had
great success in recent
years and past.
Since 1994, only two
teams have won the OVC
Championship.
Murray
State has proven its conference dominance, winning
eight of the last 11 championships, while Tennessee
Tech took three of the last
four.
Following the OVC
Championships the rifle
team will have a two week
layoff until the NCAA
Tournament on March 11-

12.
Proctor believes the
team docs not possess any
major flaws and is confident they can win the conference championship and
possibly the NCAA tournament.
"We have some smal1
weaknesses as a whole but
not anything too large,''
Proctor said. "We can definitely win a championship,
especially since anything
can happen in one day."

Attention Homeown('fS: Otsplay homes
wanted for vinyl ~iding. windows, roofs.
Easy cred•t terms. No payments until
Summer 2005. St.trting .t! $1J9 month.
C.1ll Hl00-25 1-0841

.U As Seen on TV. Ca~h now fur V(lUr
fut\Jr(' ~t·t11emtml, .1nmlily ,lfld r~y
m~nl~. ww\v.ppit'.a>h.C"Um. Don't wail
for your SSS CALl Pw~pt•nty l'Mtncrs
1800i5(l<). J607.
$Sc;ASHSS lmmedtate l'llSh for structured settlements, <mnu itii'S, ldw ~uit~
Inheritances, rnortgag<' notes & Cash
fioM. JG Wentworth· 11 1·800-794·
7310

Free 4-Room DIRfCTV System lnclucb
st.mdard ln~lclllatlon . 1 months f~
HBO & Cinemax! t\n·t~ tn mE.'r 225
channels! llmitt'tl ttnH' oftcr S&H,
rr>strtc~ons dJ)ply. l-80ll·.'OR-4b I 7

CLASSIFIEDS RATES

HEALTH
family Health Care w/prescription
Plan! S6q.95/mo: B~ netWork, excellent co\'erc~gc, no limitations, includ~
dPntJI, vision, pre-existing <.ond , OK!
Call WCS 1·800-288-9114 cxt.2J32
I

EDUCATIONAL

Earn Your DE-grt't!· Onlitw frum honw.

PER WORD!

Business, Parall-g.tl, Computer.. N(•t·
working and more. Fin.mcial Aid ttv.ul ahlt•, jOb placement assist.tnce, and
computeJs provided. Call free
(866}858-2121

Classifil:'d aclvcrtislng dPadline
is 4 p.m. Wedm•sd.~y.

MISC.

Ads may he submitted m Wilson Hall room 111 or mailed
to Clas.,ificds, d o The Murray

One order, One <.heck, One sm.trt
move! Save time and money lly milking
one call to planl d 2 'i-word das~tfit'<l In
71 Kentucky new~p,tpers tell onl~· $22~.

State News, 2609 Univcrsitv
Station, Murray, KY 42on'
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'Breds look beyond low preseason ranking to returners, defense
BobHengge

last year's offensive leaders will
return and have improved with a
year of experience under tht>ir
belts.
"Clint Griggs is probably our
returning leading hitter," McDonald said. "He's great at getting on
base, whether it's getting hit by a
pitch, walking, or base hits. We
look for Tyler Pittman, who led
our team in home runs last year,
to be even better this year. Our
veteran position player is probably Alex Stewart. He's a switch
hitter, a good solid player, and
came up with some clutch hits for
us last season."
With the majority of last year's
team returning, the young 'Breds
will have a good foundation to
improve upon the 17-35 mark of
last season. As a team Murray
State batted .268 last season and
will count on the returning core
players as well as some new faces
to improve upon that.
Junior college transfers Chaz
Ebert, junior infielder, and junior
outfielders Lincoln Kent and
Brett Mullins will add depth to

Staff Writer
bhengee@thenews.org

Despite a seventh place preseason ranking, the 'Breds baseball
team sees no reason why it cannot
regain its place among the upper
echelon teams in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Head .Coach Rob McDonald
enters his second season with
hopes of restoring the program to
the glory days of the 1970s and
1980s.
With 17 returning letter winners, including 11 starters, the
'Breds hope to have the talent and
experience to compete with the
top teams in the, OVC.
Returning for the 'Brcds are the
top three hitters from last season:
senior infielder Clint Griggs
(.332), sophomore outfielder
Joanna Gianulis!guest
Austin Swain (.315) and sophoDustin Hennigar, junior catch- more outfielder Tyler Pittman
er from Fort M adison, Iowa, (.309). Senior infielder Alex Stewleav es the plate at practice. The art, who led Murray State in runs
'Breds open the season Feb. 19 batted in (35), also returns.
McDonald said a majority of
w ith Bradley Univ ersity.

the team's offense. which took a
hit following key injuries last season.
One of those injuries was to
junior catcher Dustin Hennigar
who missed a large part of last
season because of injury. Phil
Lopez. ~nior college transfer,
also suffered an injury last season,
and his restored health will add to
the depth of the infield.
McDonald has seen good things
from Austin Swain throughout
the offseason and said he will be a
main cog in the 'Breds machine.
"Austin Swain hit (more than)
.300 for us last year as a freshman,
and has had a good preseason,"
McDonald said. "He's a very disciplined hitter and will be a key to
this year's team.''
The defense of the 'Breds
should be improved from last
year as well. With a healthy Hennigar anchoring the defense from •
behind the plate, and a new crop
of young athletes, the 'Breds will
field a defensively solid team.
The 'Breds' opponents hit .308
against the team, and the 'Breds

will look to limit the amount of
cheap hits surrendered.
McDonald said defense is key
to a successful team.
·
''We need to be fundamentally
sound," McDonald said. "We need
to be able to make the routine
plays every time. I think this
year's team is more athletic, and
will definitely be able to cover
more ground. Overall we have a
real good, solid defensive team.''
'Fighting through the rebuilding
process, the 'Breds suffered
through a hard season last year.
With the young core group of
players returning, instead of losing 10 of the 18 games they played
last year that were decided by
two runs or less. tl1e team should
be in a better position to win the
close games.
A combination of increased
experience, good, young talent
and a coach with experience winning at Murray, the 'Breds could
be in shape to turn things around.
The 'Breds first competition is
at noon, Feb. 19, at Reagan Field
against Bradley University.

HoME <n' '11-IE SPECIAl. BEAI\ RoLL
UNIQUE M EXICAN FOOD • DELl SANDWICHES

CAJUN SPECIALS • SALADS • SoUPS • I}ABBEQUE

- ·- ·- ·-·-·-·-·-·-·--·-

FAMILY PACK
BONELESS, SKINLESS
CHICKEN BREASTS
SANDERSON FARMS

$

88

1OO%Chlc:k•n.Naturally. '"
Gl!iti

BONELESS
BRUST TENDERS
SANDERSON FARMS
100%Chlcken. Natu,.lly."'

SANDERSON FARMS
DRUMSTICKS
OR THIGHS

COCA·COLA
6 PACKS
SPilnrl:
Regular, Diet
or Caffeine Free
(.5 liter Bottles)

¢

FAMILY PAK
100% Chicken. NaturaUy.n•

..

lb

SANDERSON FARMS

All Varieties

CHICKEN
WINGS

KROGER MILK
OR JUICE

Fllllily Pill
1OO'Y. Chlclcan. Natwllly.,.

(Plastic Gallon)

SEEDLESS
GRAPES

FRESH FLAVOR SEAL
GROUND BEEF

BOSTON BUn
PORK ROAST

THOMPSON

(SOLO IN 5 LB PKG ONLY $8.45)

MOIST 6 TlNOERe

Asooflld Vwlolloo (14 ·11

t-.:

KELLOGG'S CEREALS
AMorttd

BECOME THE LEADER
YOU WERE BORN TO BE.

. 99:

--•129
•

lb
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~

FRESH
GREEN
~
CABBAGE
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FRESH
SWEET
~
POTATOES
-MISSISSIPPI GROWN •
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~
¢
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-
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BIQ K 24PACK

~

son DRINKS ~
AtiCW'hld Varieties

ii

(12 oa CanJ)

.to~o

eoch

lb

FRESH
CATFISH FILLETS

Large or EX1,.lafge

v.- (10. 20 Ol Box)

_}188
a

-!119
•

KROGER
GRADE A EGGS

oz....,

CLOROX
BLEACH
Regular Scent ONLY
(6 Poclc/96 OJ: ltf)

2. 7

.10~0
.to~o
.to~o

KROGER
VEGETABLES

AaiCW'hld Varletiet frcnen
(16 01 1ag)

TOTINO'S PIZZA
OR PIZZA ROLLS
Auorfecl Varieties froun
(7.5·11.5

01

Pkg)

COCA..COLA
2LITERS
SPRIT~1 ~egular, Diet
orC-nefrM

Use Your Degree

For Your
Future
For Your
Country

PAMPERS
MEGA PACK
Olape,. or Eny·Upe
(33. 84 cl ptcg)

8 PIECES
FRIED CHICKEN

KROGER TOMATO OR
CHICKEN NOODLE SOUP

KROGER
SALTINES

IIAIIII..., IHI&r

(10.5 ·10.75 oz. Can)

A8Son.d Varlelltl
(15 •Ill oz Box)

w,..c...

Where: Paris, TN Recruiting Station
When: Mon - Fri 9a.m. -7p.m.
Who: SGT Jason Culver 877-348-0801

•
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IIAIIUeAH & liiURRAV,
WESTERN JJMONEY
UNION TRANSFER ~

llJf

99¢

each

0

~ Syecia( 'Brida( Pu6fication
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Why register?
So, you're planning your wedding.
If you are like many women, you
have been dreaming of your wedding dress, your first dance and
your honeymoon since you were a
flower girl. Why not? It's a once in
a lifetime chance to be a princess
for the day. What's not so easy to
remember is that after all the planning for that one big day, you have
the rest of your lives together. Long
after the flowers have wilted and
your pictures have faded, you will
still be able to enjoy the gifts you
received for your wedding - if you
choose wisely.
After the wedding, you will begin
the process of setting up a home
together. You may already have
some furniture, some functional
tableware, maybe even a few
kitchen appliances. The wedding
registry is your chance to choose
things together that represent your
combined styles. It is a great opportunity to add a little luxury to your
lives. Most of the first five-10 years
of marriage will be focused on simple necessities, with little financial
room for the things you "want" versus the mortgage or rent.
The purpose of the registry, in a
nutshell, is so you can choose what
you want and people who are
attending either the bridal shower
and/ or wedding can know what you
like and select from your list. It is
helpful to both you and your guests
so you don't receive multiples of the
same item or spend days trying to
return the "beautiful" candlesticks
that match nothing in your home.
At your shower, the hostesses will
make sure the food is great and the
decorations are special. At your
wedding and reception, you will
have carefully chosen every aspect
from the guest book attendant at the
front door, to the favors you give at
the reception - all to make sure
your guests feel welcome, have a
good time and celebrate your special day in a way they will always
remember. Wouldn't you take the
same care in choosing a store for
your registry where they feel comfortable? People are going to buy
gifts for your wedding or shower.
They want to buy you something
nice, at a reasonable price, and they

probably don't want to be handed a
piece of paper with item numbers
on it and sent all over a big store to
find what you wanted; not to mention having to either pay for gift
wrap or do it themselves. Your
wedding and shower gift buyers
would probably prefer to work with
a store where the staff is knowledgeable, friendly, and they can call
over the phone and take care of the
gift if they want. It is better for you
to register somewhere that will help
you make good decisions, keep you
informed and take care of you, not
just hand you a UPC gun and send
you off to do the best you can. Personal service is key to a good experience for both you and your gift
buyers.
You want your marriage to be a
long-term commitment, so should
you want those things for which
you choose to register to be what
you can use together for at least
several years. Picture frames and
candles are fine, but once your candle is burned it is finished. On the
other hand, each time you eat a
meal together (even if it is takeout
in the family room) you will use the
dinnerware your wedding guests
bought for you.
Choose tableware of good quality
from a company you can trust.
There are lots of cute, fashionable
choices at big box and discount
stores, but they only carry patterns
for about six months; then if you
need a replacement piece or an
additional piece, it is no longer
available. Many of the larger companies, such as Lenox and W edgwood, offer lifetime replacement
guarantees on dinnerware patterns.
Studies show that around 65 percent of bridal couples choose casual
tableware only. There are millions
of great choices available that can
work for casual or formal settings
with just a simple change of table
linens and accessories. Whether
your style involves bright colors or
the crispness of white, there is
something out there for you that
will last and function as you want.
In the future, however, you may
want to have some more formal
tableware. Many companies are
making fine china that is microwave

vera wang
lenox

and dishwasher safe and can be
used every day. China, crystal and
silver become more beautiful with
each use and really shouldn't just
gather dust in a cabinet or box in
the attic. Why not start a tradition
on Sunday night of a nice candlelit
meal together?
Even if formal dinnerware is not
your style, you will no doubt entertain as the years go by. A quality set
of wine glasses, in appropriate sizes
and shapes for the wine you are
serving, is a nice registry choice.
Quality cookware, bakeware, knives
and kitchen tools will make your
first tries in the kitchen more likely
to be successful. Cookbooks will
help you out in a pinch and are
great decorative items for your
~tchen shelves. A few baking dishes in a nice Mexican pewter are
practical and make even your Betty
Crocker brownies look gourmet.
Finally, a note about prices: the
average wedding gift buyer in the
Murray area spends between $25
and $35 per gift. Dinnerware is sold
by the piece, so almost all your
basic pieces are less than $30, with
many as low as $5. Cbokware,
knives and bakeware will give buyers added selections. Choose what
you love. People will buy it. You
can continue to collect additional
pieces over the years at Christmas
and birthdays.
Happy registering!

mikasa
waterford
noritake
vera bradley my home
villeroy & boch
wedgewood
juliska
gail plttman
present tense
vletrl
gorham
reed & barton
christopher radko at home
dansk
casaflna
more than 2.COJ patterns
to choose from.
plus cookware and more...
where are you registered?

I

•

Located In the

•

•

University Squcre next
to the Mane Event

•

••
Sarah ]ones is the owner of Vintage
Rose Emporium in Murray where she
and her staff would be happy to help
with any questions about bridal registry. They can be reached at 7592100 or at Vintage Rose.

••

tBricfa( 'Rqjistry &' §ijts

•

12th St.• (270) 759-2100

•

Monday- Fflday 10-5.
saturday 10-2
(eJCtended saturday
hours coming soon)

••

..- ..

••
•

www .vintagerose.com
.-~

..-.--.,-

••

••

•

•

•

•• •
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On A Personal Note, Inc.

'Fine Stationary

•Weddlna 'lnvitations
• Save-rThe-1Jate Cards
•Shawer ~ 'Rehearsa(
•1Jinner 'lnvitations

· Located On Campus!
124 North 15th Street
(Across From Wilson Hall)
761-NOTE
1-800-921-0544
Featuring:

•Persona( Stationary
•"Wi((You 'Be 'My 'Bridesmaid?" Cards

.
•'Monoarammed 'lfaykins
...and much morel

~
CHECKERI!ICIIIUtD

_ ~duj~nhiJM~
·f{l1'
-r!y'L-'''Y'~AU~.J

and many mo re companies!

•

pecial
•
ccas1on
'J'rom • Paeeant • 'Brida(
'Mi(an, rTennessee

(731) 686-7852
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Cakes

Tips for sparkling diamonds
and
More

SyeciaUzina fJn Custom Weddin8 Cakes
BIRTHDAYS • WEDDINGS • ANNIVERSARIES
CORPORATE EVENTS

License #61656

Leigh Ann Steely Grady
237 Tobacco Road
Murray, KY 4207 1

(2'7 0) 753-1159

When the sun is shining and the
weather is warm your skin may have a
sun-kissed glow ... but your diamond
may not! Did you knQw that warm
weather can make it hard to keep your
diamonds looking brilliant? Diamonds
need proper care to reflect the light as
they should.
The following tips from Gold Fire
Diamonds can help keep your diamonds looking spectacular:
• Lotions leave diamonds dull -They keep your skin shiny and
healthy, but much-needed suntan
lotions, sunblock and moisturizers can
leave a film on your diamonds that can
affect the way they sparkle. Try to put
your lotion on and wash your hands
before you put your diamonds on.
• Don't touch oily skin - It is normal
for your skin to be extra oily when it's
hot. Try not to touch your face and
then your diamonds. The natural oils
of your skin can be detrimental to
your diamonds' glow.
• Even diamonds can get scratched - Avoid wearing your diamonds when
doing work around the house. Even
though diamonds are extremely hard,
they do scratch. When storing your
diamonds, place them apart from your

other jewelry in separate bags.
• Dips in the pool can be dangerous
- Chlorine can have an unfavorable
effect on your diamonds. Try not to
wear your diamonds when you know
you will be swimming. Also, be sure to
wear gloves when cleaning the house.
Many household cleaners also contain
chlorine.
• Clean diamonds easily -- Household remedies will help keep your diamonds sparkling. Although it's tempting, it's important not to clean your
diamonds every day as it can affect
their wear. For occasional cleaning,
use a solution of one part ammonia
and one part water. Let your jewelry
soak for 20 minutes, and then scrub
gently with a small soft bristle brush.
Rinse again in the solution, and dry
your diamonds with a soft cloth.
• Get a diamond checkup - You
should visit your jeweler on a yearly
basis to make sure your diamonds
remain in top condition.
Following these simple steps will
ensure your diamonds will last as long
as your love. For more information,
visit www.goldfirediamonds.com
Courtesy of metrocreativegraphics.

com.

OAKWOOD
STUDIO
753-7050
Country Square -1608 Hwy. 121 N.

oakwood@murray.ky.net
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PEDDLER'S MALL
- - - - - M O R E THAN JUST A FLEA

MARKET~----

Murray, KY
• Antiques •
·Crafts •
• Furttit.u re •
· Clothing·
· Collectibles ·
8

MUCH, MUCH MORE

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Mon • Thur

~.e.

· Fri • Sat 1o-8 · • Sun 12-6

928 South 12th Street
(270) 759·2106
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Brides experience wedding woes syecia{ Q~

Too often, stress about invitations,
cakes, bridesmaids, makeup and more
overshadow the actual romance of a
bride's big day. That's not without reason, because planning a wedding is an
involved process. In fact, The National Women's Health Information Center's Web site cites getting married as
one of the most stressful events in a
person's life.
Barbara North, M.D., medical director for Instead, Inc., a company devoted to developing better alternatives
for women's health, says too much
wed-ding-related stress can actually
hinder plans for the big day. "Women
will sometimes worry so much about
details like favors and bridesmaid gifts
that they literally worry themselves
sick," says Dr. North. "While it may
seem necessary at the time, too much
wedding stress can take its toll on
both the bride and her relationship."
To avoid the wedding-day blues, Dr.
North offers tips to keep brides happy
and relaxed.
Don't forget to eat. It's not crucial to
your marriage that you fit the coveted
size-6 designer dress on your wedding day, but it is important for your
body to be in good condition. Some
women may exercis~ and start dieting

before their weddings, which is fine, if
you're staying healthy. If you eat right,
drink plenty of water and get enough
calcium, you can ensure you'll be in
better shape both physically and mentally for the big day.
Also, don't forget to eat a light meal
the morning of your wedding. You'll
need fuel to make it through the ceremony, pictures and up to the cocktail
hour.
Taking a day before the event to do
anything but think about the wedding
can streamline planning and help you
get back your focus. Worrying 24/7
can cause physical problems including
muscle tension, insomnia, headaches,
digestive issues, skin irritation, anger,
sadness, or even decreased libido. No
matter how fabulous your big day,
there's nothing worse than avoiding
intimacy on your wedding night
because you've worried too much.
Rather than tying the knot with a
knot in your stomach, Dr. North says
you can de-stress by focusing on what
really counts - your health and the
health of your relationship. For more
healthy wedding-planning tips, ask Dr.
North online at www.softcup.com.
Courtesy of · metrocreativegraphics.com.

Murray Appliance
Company
.
Appllanees Sales 8 Serviee

fl

We're your authorized
GE Showcase Dealer!

We bring good things to life.

Occasions

,. ,/-" '" "

pfus
Bridesmaid's Dresses Starting at

$89

• Wedding Dresses
• Bridesmaid's Dresses
• Mother's Dresses
• Flower Girl Dresses
• Rentals
• Full Service Florist

One Stop SAop for
Wetfmng Supplks

1204 S. Liberty St. • Hopkinsville, KY • 270-885-1730
Hours: Mon. -Fri. 10 a.m. -5:30p.m., Sat. 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Qlz«ii Qi-JU lfu B~Ude4 g
BlzidaJ -A~!
•Crystal Stretch Bracelets
•Initials & Key Tags
• Large Selection of Purses
•"Go Arounds" - Heels or toes... covered by bows!-

•Nice selection of Scrapbooking Supplies and Wedding
Z1Z Mala St.
Marrq,KY
Z7o-'7S:J-1S86
Store Hounz

•Albums to personalize your special memories

'JDe 'Wild 'R!spberry

Mon.· Fri.
8 a.m. · S p.aa.

........ .....
Sat.

~

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Downtown Historic Ct. Sq. • 416 Main St.
753-0859
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RJBBONS OIF CIHIOCOLAliiE
Chocolate Fondue Fountain
The Chocolate Fountain will add the elegance and uniqueness
you are looking for on that special day.
Wedding Receptions • Corporate Events • Birthday Parties
Anniversaries • and other adventures
Dippables include: Strawberries, Pineapple, Grapes, Cantaloupe, Pretzels, Marshmallows,
Rice Krispy Treats, Brownie Bites, Peanut Butter Balls, and Coconut Balls.

''The Ultimate Chocolate Experience!''
For more information contact:
Kelly Miller at (270) 217-2797 or Nikki Channell at {270) 247-2797

pecial
•
ccas1on
Prom • Pageant • . ~rida(
Mi(an, ~ennessee
f((31) 686-7852

n
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Pre-wedding jitters
You are about to take the plunge.
You should be a glowing bnde, but
instead you are breaking out into a
cold sweat. You arc panicky about
more than just whether the flowers
will look right and if your mom or
your mother-in-law will do anything to embarrass you on your big
day. You arc worrying about your
spouse-to-be. Can you live with
the fact that he can't be interrupted during a baseball game or how
he leaves water all over the bathroom sink? Arc you ready to spend
the rest of your life with the same
person?
Relax! Pre-wedding jitters are
common among those about to get
hitched. What should you do?
First, go to a quiet place to think.
Do some deep breathin~, and get
in touch with your emotions. Ponder things like:
- What you enjoy most about your
spouse-to·be
-- The moment you knew you
wanted to spend the rest of your
life with him/her
-- What you look forward to during
your marriage

-- Couples who have been married
for years as a source of inspiration
-- Changes in your partner.
Things like less bedroom activity
or petty annoyances like the fact
that he didn't empty the dishwasher this morning arc related to wedding-planning stress. However, if
your partner is really acting in a
way or doing things you don't like
or didn't know about him, such as
abusing drugs or alcohol, speak to
him or a counselor. Assess tf these
are short-term issues or ones that
may persist after the big day. Serious problems may warrant that
you postpone or call off your wedding.
Most likely, you are both having
the same jitters. If you have time,
arrange a romantic evening with
your partner that is free of talks
about florists and photographers
and away from both of your mothers! It will ease the stress and reaffirm the reasons why you are getting married in the first place.

Who wi([ 'Dj you.r next pecia[ event?

Chapman Entertainment
DJ Jason Chapman • Murray, Ky.

•School Dances
•Weddings

•Reunions
•Special Occasions

Professional *Experienced* References available

(270) 753-0605
(615) 631-5700
All edited types of music available

along with an
impressive lighting and audio
show.

Courtesy ofmetrocreativegraphics.com.

Your Dream

Wedding Begins Here
Find the drcl)~ of
your dream:; among
our umque
.;;elect ion of
wedding gowns,
bride:;maid
and
flower girl drt>sses.

~etty's ~ridal

We Abo Offer:

Choose from hundreds of unique, unexpected

Tuxedo H~ntal
Wedding lnvitat ion~

home furnishings you won't find anywhere else.

llead Pieces
Pageant Dresses
Layaway Available

ceottage

Open: Thurs .. fri. 9 a.m.-S p.m., Sat: 9 a.m.-2 p.m. and by appointment.

731-247-3959 . 731-247-5422 • 731-247-6150
Located on Morris Roa<!, Puryear, TN~ off 641 S.; follow the signs.

For something bold, somethi ng new and all totally you,
visit Murray's Pier 1 today.

Something bold. Something new. Something Pier 1.
.

1iIll' illlllll
12058 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY
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or fantasy, we can make your dream come
g
true with custom designed wedding cakes.
0
. 0
0
o We also offer mints, punch, boxes of homemade candy, 0 o
o~~
and gift baskets!
Trt~:ditional

.JI'u r<-.

Announcing our Wedding Rental Service!
Water Fountains • Cake Stands • Stairways • Wedding Pans, Plates, & Pillars
Largest selection of cake toppers in the area and custom baking!
Book your
wedding by

3/31/05 and get
half off delivery

fee!

Call for a

FREE

E~Rd.

consultation!

270-247-0706
279 S'R 1241

~lllelft~

'MayfteCi, 'KY 42066
oo 0

.
0

wwwye88yskitchen.com
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